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Chapter 1

General Introduction

One of the important problems in theoretical physics today is to find a consis-

tent mathematical framework unifying quantum field theory with general relativity.

Whereas the other fundamental interactions, electromagnetic, weak and strong, are

described very successfully in terms of local quantum field theories, gravity has so

far defied any consistent quantum mechanical description.

Superstring theory [l] is at present the most promising attempt to solve this

problem. Historically, string theory started off as an S-matrix theory of hadrons

[2], but later it was discovered that its spectrum always contains a massless spin 2

particle, coupling just like the graviton in general relativity [3]. The oldest model is

the bosonic string, which describes particles with only integer spin. Later, fermionic

string theory was invented to incorporate space-time fermions [4]. Both models,

however, have a tachyonic particle in their spectrum. This problem was solved

via the GSO construction [5], which furthermore lead to a string theory with a

space-time supersymmetric particle spectrum. This superstring theory immediately

became a serious candidate for a consistent quantum theory including gravity.

It is a common impression among string theorists that what is presently known

about superstrings is only a very small part of a large structure yet to be uncovered.

In the present formulation of the theory it is not possible to do any non-perturbative

calculations, or even to give, for example, a definition of its ground state. Because

of this limited understanding, superstring theory is unfortunately still far from pro-

ducing predictions which can be tested by experiments.

Hints of what superstring theory is have so far all been obtained on the basis

of its perturbation expansion. String perturbation theory is formulated, just as in

ordinary quantum field theory, as an expansion in the number of loops. Each term is

given by a sum over world surfaces, with a certain number of handles, which are the

trajectories of strings propagating through space-time [6,7]. In superstring theory

the sum over world surfaces is described by a two-dimensional supersymmetric quan-
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turn field theory coupled in a Weyl invariant fashion to two-dimensional supergravity

[8.6]. Because of this Weyl invariance, the interaction of the two-dimensional quan-

tum field theory with the surface geometry is finite dimensional. The non-trivial

variations of the surface are parametrized by a finite set of coordinates, called su-

perinoduli. String amplitudes are integrals over this supermoduli space [9].

The point particle analogue of this description is the representation of Feynman

diagrams as sums over world lines. The supermoduli are the string generalization

of the proper time variables, parametrizing the length of the world lines. However,

an important difference between strings and point particles is that, whereas the

interactions of point particles have definite locations in space-time, in string theory

they are of a purely topological nature; there are no interaction points on a world

.surface. Partly due to this difference, it is expected that the loop corrections lo

superstring scattering amplitudes, unlike those in quantum field theory, do not noa]

any renormalization, but are finite.

In the path-integral formulation of string theory, the geometry of the target

space-time is specified a priori, and the strings themselves are thought of as a per-

turbation on this classical background. This is clearly an incomplete description,

because string theory should in principle be capable of determining the space-time

geometry. Nonetheless, it is an important question whetuer, within a given space-

time, superstring scattering amplitudes can be defined consistenly, i.e. without

infinities, tadpoles, or any other type of anomaly.

In this thesis we will study this problem for superstring theory in flat 10-

ditnensional space-time, but most of the results and techniques also apply for general

backgrounds. A central issue in our investigations is the question whether the GSO-

construction, when translated to the path-integral formalism, leads to a consistent,

formulation of supcrstring loop amplitudes. In particular, we will study the validity

of space-time supersymmetry Ward identities, because these are essential for the

absence of massless tadpoles. An outline of this thesis is given in section 1.2. We

now first review some elements of the covariant (first) quantization of superstrings.

More details can be found in the references, in particular [5,7].



1.1 Superstrings

A string propagating through space-time sweeps out a two-dimensional surface. For

bosonic strings the location of this world surface is described by d scalar fields

aM(fi,£2), defined on a two-dimensional parameter space. Here we will consider

only closed string theories, so the parameter space has the form of a cylinder. The

superstring has in addition to the bosonic coordinates ^ ' ' ( ^ I , ^ ) also internal spin-

ning degrees of freedom, represented by d fermionic fields 4'"(£1,(2)- The bosonic

and fermionic coordinates together constitute a two-dimensional supersymmetric

system. By introducing in addition a two-dimensional metric g = gai,d^ad^b and a

gravitino field Xa, the sum over fermionic surfaces can be defined as the integral[6]

£ = f[dg dX dx"di^\ e - s ( s * ^ ' " > (1.1)
fermionic
surfaces

where S(g, Xi xi i-') is the action of the (x", t/'^J-system coupled to two-dimensional

supergravity [8]. This definition of the sum over fermionic surfaces is made invariant

under reparametrizations and local supersymmetry transformations on the world

sheet. As a consequence, the functional integral (1.1) has a large redundancy, which

has to be removed by gauge fixing. We choose the so-called conformal gauge

9ab = P&ab Xa=la(, (1-2)

111 this gauge the action S{g,\,x,ip) has the following form:

SgI = jd2z (§&*"&*„ + t/>«cWv + Wd^) (1.3)

Here (:,z) = (£1 +/&>,£i —^2) ave complex coordinate such that g = pdzd~z. The

decoupling of the factors p and (, from this action is a consequence of the super-Weyl

invariance of 5(<?,,Y,:r,i/>) [8]. This invartance persists at the qtantum level only in

the critical dimension d=\0, [6]. This means that, for rf= 10, the (#",^>") quantum

field theory only feels the conformal class of the metric and the gravitino. These

conformal equivalence classes are called super-Riemann surfaces [7].



The gauge fixed action has a residual invariance under so-called superconformal

transformations [7]. These transformations are the supersymmetric generalization

of the analytic coordinate changes z—> z(z). They are most conveniently described

by introducing additional anti-commuting coordinates (0,6) and combine X* and

(0^, rj/^) in one superfield*

+W +00F* (1.4)

The super conformal group is represented on the superfield X^ via analytic coordi-

nate transformations

(«,0)->(*(*, 0),0(z,0)) (1-5)

In the gauge fixing procedure, a Faddeev-Popov determinant has to be introduced

in order to give the right compensating factor for the integration over the gauge

group [6]. This determinant is represented by two pairs of ghost fields, (6, c) and

(/?,7), and their complex conjugates, with the action:

Sgk = jd2z (bd;c + pdrt) + c.c. (1.6)

The (b, c)-ghosts are chiral anti-commuting fields and correspond to variations of the

metric resp. local coordinates. The commuting ghost pair (/?, 7) are associated with

the gravitino- and local supersymmetry variations. The ghosts can be combined in

chiral superfields via

B(z,6) = 0(z) + 0b(z)

C{z,6) = c(z) + *r(z). (1.7)

A scattering amplitude of N strings is described as the sum over surfaces with N

punctures, with certain boundary conditions corresponding to the external states.

The different possible asymptotic boundary conditions are in one-to-one correspon-

dence with local vertex operators. An N-string tree amplitude thus has the form:

.4(1,..., TV) = ftfzl...#zN(V1(zuzi)...Vrf(z1,zN)) (1.8)

'Here F11 is auxiliary.



where the expectation value is taken within the combined (a;, ?/»)+ghost system on the

sphere. Coordinate invariance requires that the vertex operators are (l,l)-forms on

the world surface. For a g-loop amplitude (...) has to be replaced by the expectation

value on a surface with g handles, multiplied with the full partition function and an

integral over supermoduli parametrizing the shape of this surface has to be included,

[9].

Vertex operators are in one-to-one correspondence with states in the (first quan-

tized) string Hilbert space. This Hilbert space is obtained by acting on the vacuum

states with creation operators defined via the canonical quantization of the string

and ghost fields. It is the product of a left-moving and a right-moving sector, cor-

responding to the fact that the solutions to the equations of motion of (1.3) are

divided into analytic and anti-analytic functions of z:

xx{z,z) = x»(z)+x>i(z) (1.9)

Further, due to the Lorentz signature of space-time and the anomalous statistics of

the ghosts, the metric on the Hilbert space is indefinite. States corresponding to

physical string modes have a positive norm. The decoupling of unphysical negative

norm states from physical scattering processes follows from BRST-invariance. [7]

The fermionic string Hilbert space has two seperate sectors, the Neveu-Schwarz

and the Ramond sector, corresponding to the two type of boundary conditions for

the world-sheet fermions ^ M

(.1.10)

The (/?, 7)-ghost fields must have the same periodicity as the ip*. The mode expan-

sion of the fermions >̂M in both sectors is:

*Here we redefined the coordinate z via the transformation z —» e", mapping the cylinder onto
the complex plane.



where e = 0 (NS) or | (R), and where the coefficients J/^ satisfy the canonical anti-

commutation relations

WCK}=rrtm,-n (1-12)

The NS-states describe the space-time bosons and the R-states the space-time

fermions. The NS-ground state |0), which is annihilated by all «/>{( with n > i,

describes a tachyonic scalar particle. The next energy level in the NS-sector are the

states ip'^i\0), representing a 10-dimensional massless vector. The R ground state

forms a representation of the Clifford algebra {V'oiV'o} = rf °f the i/> zero modes

and describes a 10-dimensional massless spinor.

Of the operators acting in the fermionic string Hilbert space we can distinguish

the ones which act diagonally, i.e. from NS to NS and R to R, and those which in-

tei polate between the two sectors. The vertex operators emitting space-time bosons

are of the first type:

* (IS?)
and can be expressed in terms of the local fields a:*1, V'M etc. The operators inter-

changing the fermion boundary conditions are called spinfields. They are the vertex

operators for the space-time fermions:

(\NS)\ V^ ( \R!) \
\\R) j {\NS')) ( L H )

The two-dimensional fermionic fields >̂M, /? and 7 are double valued around the

spinfields, which are therefore not local quantum fields.

For a string theory it is required that the vertex operators are mutually local

operators on the world sheet. There are two ways in which this can be realized. The

first option, leading to the fermionic string, is to build the Hilbert space from states

for which the left and right moving fermions have the same boundary conditions,

so either both NS or both R, and for which the sum of the left and right fermion

numbers is even: ( — 1)FL+FR = 1. In this case the spinfields are always non-chiral.

The second option, which allows for chiral spinfields, is realized in the superstring:

the left and right fermion boundary conditions are independently either periodic or
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anti-periodic, and the projection on even fermion number is imposed scperatcly on

the left and on the right sector: {-1)FL = ( - 1 ) F H = 1- This is the well-known

GSO-projection [5]. It eliminates in particular the NS-tarhyon. The fact that in the

superstring theory the left and right movers are independent has been used in the

construction of the heterotic string theory [10], which combines the right moving

superstring with the left moving bosonic string.

Gliozzi, Scherk and Olive further discovered that the spectrum of states after this

projection has an on-shell space-time supersymmetry, i.e. the number of physical

Ramond states equals the number of physical NS states. They recognized that the

massless states constitute a 10-dimensional supergravity multiplet. The matching

of the higher levels was demonstrated by calculating the partition function* TrqL°

of the two sectors. They found the following result for the contributions of the

fermionic fields (tl',0,~y) to these partition functions

{
n=l

lTrn(q
Lo(\+{-\)F)) = sfHl+q2mf (1.16)

Here TrnqLo( — l ) f =0 , because of the trace over the zero modes; the combination

|(1 + ( — \)F) projects on even fermion parity. It is a famous old identity that the

sum of the two right-hand sides is zero [5]. It implies the vanishing of the one-loop

vacuum amplitude in superstring theory.

The above partition functions precisely count the physical content of the Hilbert

space: the ghost partition function cancels the contribution of the spurious and

negative norm states. Thus the fact that the sum of (1.15) and (1.16) vanishes,

demonstrates the on-shell space-time supersymmetry of the GSO-projected spec-

trum. The full off-shell spectrum of states is not supersymmetric.

The equation (1.15-16) also gives a clear indication of how to impose the GSO-

projection within the path-integral formalism. The separate terms in this equation

can be calculated as the path-integral over the (ij>, /?,7)-fields on the torus, with

periodic or anti-periodic boundary conditions around the two cycles of the torus.

'Here Lo is the two-dimensional hamiltonian.



The four possible boundary conditions, or spin structures, are:

TraL° = A
NS

TrRqL° = A\_J Tr/^i-lf = P\_J (1.17)

-if = p

-1)F = p

p

1

where A (P) stands for anti-periodic (periodic). This shows that the GSO-projection

is implied in the path-integral by summing, with the appropriate signs, the contri-

butions of all the different spin structures. This prescription generalizes to higher

loop amplitudes [11].

Continuous space-time symmetries, such as the translations x^(z, J) —> xu(z,l) +

a^ and Lorentz transformations, are also continuous symmetry of the two-dimensional

quantum field theory on the world sheet and therefore imply the presence of local

two-dimensional conserved currents. The current associated with the space-time

translations is dzx
)i(z), and its charge is the total space-time momentum:

Space-time supersymmetry, on the other hand, is not a continuous symmetry of

the two-dimensional field theory, since it interchanges the periodicity of the world

sheet fermions. Even so, as shown in [7], it has an associated set of conserved two-

dimensional currents ja{z). These are not local quantum fields but spin fields, creat-

ing branch cuts in the fields [4^,j3,7). The corresponding charges Qa = §^[ja{~)

generate the space-time supersymmetry transformations of the vertex operators:

{Qa,VF} = VB {Qa,VF} = V8 (1.19)

and satisfy, when acting on the physical Hilbert space, the supersymmetry algebra

{<?«,<?/»} = 27 V " (1.20)

The Ward-identities, expressing the supersymmetry of physical tree amplitudes

( ) = 0



can be derived by deforming contour integrals of the currents j a . Essential for this

is that, on the sphere, the correlation functions of the supersymmetry currents are

regular away from the positions of the vertex operators.

1.2 Outline and results

In this thesis we will study the loop corrections to superstring scattering ampli-

tudes. String <7-loop amplitudes have the following general form

,...,N) = jdm jd2z,...d2zNZ(m){vi{z1)...VN{zN))m (1.22)
moduli

Here Z(m) is the partition function of the string and ghost fields on the compact

Riemann surface with g handles, whose shape is parametrized by the moduli m, and

(.. .) is the expectation value on this surface. In chapter 5 of this thesis we will

give an explicit construction of the integrand of these loop amplitudes in terms of

theta functions [12]. We will calculate the partition function Z(m), as well as the

correlation functions of all the string fields.

Using these expressions we will study the space-time supersymmetry of the su-

perstring loop amplitudes. This is done in chapter 6. The central problem is whether

the correlation functions of the space-time supersymmetry currents j a on a general

Riemann surface are single-valued, and moreover, whether their contour integrals

vanish for contractible contours. By explicit calculation we will show that the first

requirement, single-valuedness, is satisfied thanks to the sum over the spin struc-

tures. The same calculation, however, will reveal that, due to the effect of zero

modes of the commuting (/9,7J-ghost fields, these correlation functions contain 'un-

physical1 singularities, i.e. others than those located at the positions of the vertex

operators [13].

These unphysical singularities in the supersymmetry currents j a seem to en-

danger the consistency of superstring perturbation theory, since the corresponding



residues of the jQ 's imply the violation of supersymmetry Ward-identities on a given

surface. However, we will show that for physical amplitudes the terms which break

the space-time supersymmetry are given by total derivatives in the moduli space.

So instead of (1.21), which holds for tree amplitudes, we have in the case of the loop

amplitudes a 'supersymmetry Ward-identity' of the following form:

£Z[m){Vi{zN)...{Qo,Vj(zj)}...VN(zN))=-^W(m;zu...,zN) (1.23)
i

Therefore, on-shell supersymmetry is restored after the integration over the moduli,

provided that W vanishes at the boundary of the moduli space5.

It turns out to depends on the type of supersymmetric string background, whether

the total derivative in (1.23) integrates to zero or not. Recent investigations [14]

have shown that, whereas in flat 10-dimensional no boundary terms are found, in

certain string compactifications there are non-vanishing boundary terms, which im-

plies that in these models space-time supersymmetry is broken by the string loop

corrections.

The content of the subsequent chapters is as follows.

— In chapter 2 we summarize the gauge-fixing procedure leading to the formulation

of fermionic string g-loop amplitudes as integrals over the supernioduli space &Mg

of genus g super-Riemann surfaces.

— In section 3.1 we explain the GSO-projection in the path-integral formalism. It

is further shown in this chapter that, via the introduction of an integral over loop-

momenta, one can separate in the ̂ -loop partition function the contributions from

the left and right-movers. This is relevant for the GSO-projection, because it treats

the left and right sector independently.

— Chapter 4 describes the integration over the anti-commuting super-moduli. This

integral reduces the integrand on sMg to the moduli space of ordinary Riemann sur-

faces Aig, where it is possible to complete the GSO-projection via the sum over spin

structures. We further show that the integrand obtained on Mg has a non-trivial

§The boundary of the moduli space consists of the degenerate surfaces, i.e. with infinitely long
(or narrow) handles etc.
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dependence on the choice of two-dimensional gravitino fields and address some of

the associated global problems.

— In chapter 5 we give an explicit construction of the partition- and correlation func-

tions of all the string fields on an arbitrary ordinary Riemann surface in terms of

theta-functions. Particular attention is paid to the commuting ghost system (/?, 7).

—Finally, in chapter 6, we study the amplitudes of the space-time supersymmetry

current ja(z)- These are shown to contain unphysical singularities. Using the analy-

sis of chapter 4, we show that for on-shell amplitudes the residues of the unphysical

poles in the supersymmetry current are total derivatives on Aig. Possible boundary

terms are examined for the case of the dilaton tadpole.
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Chapter 2

The Fermionic String Path-Inte^gral

The path-integral formulation of string theory describes scattering amplitudes as a

sum over world surfaces, which are the trajectories of strings in space-time. The

external string particles are represented as asymptotic boundary conditions on these

world trajectories. As proposed by Polyakov [1], this sum over surfaces can be

represented as a functional integral over all geometries of a two-dimensional surface

and over string coordinates mapping this surface into space-time.

In this chapter we summarize the path-integral formulation of fermionic string

loop amplitudes. We derive the integrand on the supermoduli space sMg of genus g

super-Riemann surfaces and describe some of its features. This integrand (eqns.(2.23-

25)) is the starting point for the construction of the superstring loop amplitudes,

as described in the subsequent chapters. We will use two-dimensional superfield

notation.

2.1 The sum over fermionic surfaces

The propagation of free fermionic strings is described by D massless scalar super-

fields X^ coupled to two-dimensional supergravity [2,7]. Here we restrict ourselves

to multi-loop (> 2) amplitudes of closed strings, so we take the worldsheet to be

a compact 2|2-dimensional super-manifold S of genus g > 2, parametrized by local

super-coordinates ZM = (f1,^2,^1,^2), with 91'2 anti-commuting. The component

expansion of the string superfield X* is

X»(Z) = af({) + Oltftf) + 9^(0 + 0W(Z) (2.1)

where x" is a scalar, (^iS^f) a Majorana fermion and F" auxiliary. The world-

sheet geometry is described by a super-riemannian metric. This metric is usually

defined via the introduction of a vierbein \E^ = E${Z)8M\ N = 1,..,4J, subject
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to a number of torsion constraints, needed to eliminate redundant components [7].

Solving these torsion constraints leads to the following definition (see ref. [3]):

Definition: A super-riemannian metric on a 2|2-dimensional super-manifold E as-

signs to each coordinate neighbourhood (Ua,Za) on £ a complex anti-commuting

vectorfield e = eM(Z)dm with the following properties:

(i) the anti-commutator of the vector field e with its complex conjugate e is a linear

combination of e and e: {e,e} = c\t + C2&.

(ii) the set of vectorfields {E^} = {e, e, e2, e } forms a basis for the space of vector-

fields on the neighbourhoods Ua.

(iii) the local metrics on intersecting neighbourhoods differ on the overlap at most

by a phase exp(if(Z)), with / a real superfield.

The sum over fermionic surfaces is defined as the path integral over the super-

riemannian metric e and string fields A'**

Z = f[d2edX"]e-s[i-x"^ (2.2)

Flere the action functional S[e, XM] is given by

S[e, X"] = ijdVeX^X" (2.3)

where dV = (sdet-E)"1 d2'£d20'. This action has a large group of gauge symmetries.

It is invariant both under local Weyl-rescalings e —y e^z 'e, with / an arbitrary

superfield, and under deformations of the metric e which can be compensated by

super-diffeomorphisms of the surface S. This latter symmetry is a direct consequence

of the reparametrization invariance of S[e, A'**]. The functional measures [d2^] and

[cLV] can not be chosen to be symmetric under both Weyl-transformations and

reparametrizations. If we use a coordinate-invariant measure (see e.g ref.[4]), VVeyl-

invariance can only be retained as a gauge symmetry in the critical dimension d= 10.

For this reason we will from now on consider the fermionic string only in its critical

dimension.
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2.2 Super-Riemann surfaces

Super-Riemann surfaces are the gauge equivalence classes of super-riemannian met-

rics [5,3]. A useful description of a super-Riemann surface is based on the following

consequence of properties (i) and (ii) of e, [3]: locally there always exists a choice of

complex super-coordinates (2,2, 0, 0) such that the metric e is proportional to the

superderivative D = dg + ddz: *

e(z,z,0,0)=p(z^,0,0)(da + 0dz) (2.4)

This form of the metric is left invariant under super-analytic coordinate changes

(z,0) —> (i ,0), satisfying the condition:

Dz = 0D0 (2.5)

These coordinate transformations are called superconformal [5]. The feneral solution

to this condition reads [3]:

z = f(z)+0(df)t(z)

0 = (df?l2(0 + t(z) + \0tde{z)) (2.6)

with f(z) (f(^)) an arbitrary commuting (anti-commuting) analytic function. Choos-

ing a superconformal coordinate covering of the surface S (which always exists be-

cause of property (iii) of e) the action (2.3) takes the simple form:

S[e, X11} = 1 JcPzcP 0DX»~DX'1 (2.7)

Hence S depends on the metric e exclusively via the definition of the local complex

coordinates. This observation motivates the following definition, [5,3]:

Definition: A super-Ricmann surface is an atlas of super-coordinate neighbourhoods

(^ai(*o)"o)) patched together with superconformal transition functions

Za = fa0(Zf3,Op}

"This equation is the analogue of the conforma! gauge ds'i=p[z,z)d:dz for the bosonic string.
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0* = LfaeJe) (2-8)

modulo the equivalence relation between patching data which are related by super

conformal transformations of the coordinate neighbourhoods.

It will be clear from this definition that two gauge-equivalent super-riemannian met-

rics define the same super-Riemann surface and, conversely, if two metrics describe

the same super-Riemann surface, they have to be related by a combination of a

Weyl-transformation and a super-diffeomorphism.

A simple example of a supermanifold is the supertorus [9]. It is described by

coordinates {z, 0) with the following identifications:

(z,0) ~ (2 + 1,0) (2.9)

~ (z + r + 0t,0 + e)

Here r is the well-known modular parameter and e is anti-commuting. The param-

eter e can not be removed from the transition functions by superconformal transfor-

mations within the patches.

We can construct a family of super-Riemann surfaces by letting the super-

conformal patching functions (fa0,fap) depend on parameters. These parameters

are called super-moduli and can serve as coordinates on the space of super-Riemann

surfaces, the super-moduli space. As this space will play an important role in our

analysis, let us describe some of its features.

In the above g = 1 example the supermoduli space is parametrized by r and t

and thus has complex dimension 1|1. For genus g > 2, the super-moduli space sMg

is a complex super-manifold of dimension 3g — 3\2g — 2. We will denote the 3# — 3

even (commuting) coordinates by m' and the 2g — 2 odd (anti-commuting) super-

moduli by m". The odd super-moduli m° of a super-Riemann surface £ represent the

difference between E and an ordinary Riemann surface with spin structure. Namely,

in the absence of odd super-moduli there exists a super-conformal coordinate system

on E for which all transition functions are of the form (cf.(2.6)):

Zc, -
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0* = (dfap)1/2O0 (2.10)

The transition functions of z in this equation define an ordinary Riemann surface

£ord and those of 9 are the transition functions a spinor bundle over HOTd with spin

structure 6 determined by the choi'je of square roots. There are 22s inequivalent

spin structures corresponding to the 22g possible Zi boundary conditions (i.e. 9

periodic or anti-periodic) around the 2g primitive homology cycles of a genus g

surface. Thus the bosonic manifold underlying sMg is the spin moduli space Ms
g
pin,

which is a 22fl-fold covering of the moduli space Mg of ordinary Riemann surfaces.

A super-Riemann surface with vanishing odd super-moduli is called split.

Locally, the odd supermoduli ma may be considered to lie in a vector bundle

over the space parametrized by the even supermoduli m'. It is at present an open

question, however, whether this is true globally, i.e. whether sMg for g > 2 can be

described globally as a vectorbundle over M'g
pm. If so, we would be able to choose

a coordinate covering on sMg with patching functions of the form

m' = f(m)

jjj" = fZ{m)rhb (2.11)

In this case supermoduli space sMg itself would be a split super-manifold. However,

it may well be that sMg is not split, so that, in order to cover all of sMg, one will

also need transition functions of the general form

m1' = fi{m)+gi
ab(m)rhaml> + ...

b )mbmcmd + ... (2.12)

If this is indeed true, the nilpotent part of the m' transition functions obstructs

the existence of a (unique) projection of sMg onto Mg
ptn. As will be discussed in

chapter 4, this will imply that there are complications when we want to integrate

the string measure over the supermoduli space.

Super moduli space sMg is obtained from its analytic covering space sTg, called

super-Teichmuller space, by dividing out the action of the so-called mapping class
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fig. I. The fundamental domain T.

(or modular) group Vg. The elements of Tg are the non-trivial loops in aMa and

correspond to super-difFeomorphisms of the super-manifold S which can not be

continuously connected to the identity. The group Tg does not act freely on sTg:

super-Riemann surfaces with a non-trivial group of automorphisms are fixed points

under the corresponding sub-group of Tg. Hence, supermoduli space sMg is not a

smooth super-manifold, but a socalled V-manifold, with orbifold type of singular-

ities at the super-Riemann surfaces with non-trivial automorphisms. In the torus

example, the modular group T is generated by the transformations: (r, e) —> (r+1, e)

and (r,e) —> ( —1/r, —e/r3/2). Dividing out this action, leaves as the fundamental

domain the region:

\Rer\ < \, lrrn > 0, \T\ > l } ,

as depicted in fig 1. The 'orbifold points ' are located at (r , c) = («,0), p- (e i ; r / 3 ,0 ) .

and -p = {ei2"'3,0).

The supermoduli space of smooth super-Riemann surfaces is not compact. How-

ever, by adding singular super-Riemann surfaces with nodes, one may construct a

compact space sMg, called the moduli space of stable super-Riemann surfaces [11].

Nodes are formed when a cycle on a smooth surface is pinched down to a point, or

equivalently, when a part of the surface is stretched to an infinitely long tube. In

the case of super-Riemann surfaces we can distinguish two types of nodes: super

nodes and spin nodes. The odd coordinate 0 is periodic around a super node, which
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therefore describes a Neveu-Schwarz state, and anti-periodic around a spin node,

creating a Ramond state. The subspace of sA-fg describing the surfaces with nodes

is usually called the compactification divisor.

In the following a super-conformal tensor of weight [h,h), or (/?., fi.)-differential,

will be defined by the following transformation rule under superconforrnal coordinate

changes [5]:

W * (2.13)

Here we introduced the notation z = {z,0).

We close this subsection with two descriptions of Tl'°sMg, the holomorphic tan-

gent space to sMg. The equivalence of the two descriptions follows from the well-

known relation between Cech and Dolbeault cohomology.

A natural way to represent tangent vectors to sMg is as infinitesimal variations

of the patching functions iap = (/a /j, faff)- These variations can be expressed in

terms of superconformal vector fields Vap(z) (= analytic tensors of weight ( — 1,0))

defined on the intersections Ua D Up, via

S.Lp = \DVa0 (2.14)

(This is the most general variation of fa/j allowed by the superconformal condi-

tion.) This therefore leads to a isomorphism between Tl0sMg and the space of

superconformal vectorfields defined on the coordinate overlaps, modulo differences

of superconformal vectorfields defined inside the neighbourhoods. Tins description

is particularly useful in the operator formulation of fermionic string theory [10].

The second representation of Tl0&Mg is in terms of so-called super-Beltrarni dif-

ferentials, and is obtained as follows. Instead of using a varying set of patching func-

tions, we can construct a family of super-Riemann surfaces by taking a fixed topolog-

ical surface X covered with patches Ua, and a parameter family of coordinate maps

za(m,m) : Ua —> C1'1 such that the transition functions fa/3 = zQ o z^1 are all su-

perconformal. This naturally leads us to consider deformations of a super-Riemann
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surface induced by socalled quasi-superconformal transformations [6]. These are

generated by non-analytic variations of the local complex super-coordinates

Sz = V{z,z)-\eDV(z,z)

60 = ±W(z,z) (2.15)

retaining the super-conformal property of the patching functions iap. This condition

can be shown to imply that

Ai(z,z) = 2?V(2,z) (2.16)

defines a single-valued (—1, ̂ -differential on S. The vectorfield V itself must be

multi-valued, since otherwise the variation (2.15) would just be an infinitesimal

super-diffeomorphism and would leave the patching functions fap unchanged. Thus

we find as a second representation of T10sMg the space of (—1, | ^differentials mod-

ulo the image of D acting on single-valued vectorfields. The elements of this space

are the super-Beltrami differentials.

The dual objects to the super-Beltrami differentials are the holomorphic (§,0)-

differentials. The pairing is by integration over the super-Riemann surface:

(2.17)

and is invariant under gauge tranformations ft —> ft + Dv. Holomorphic (f,0)-

differentials can thus be identified with cotangent vectors to &Mg. T
ne mentioned

result for the dimension of sMg can be viewed as a corollary of this identification

and the well-known Riemann-Roch theorem.

1.3 Gauge fixing

The sum over fermionic surfaces, eq.(2.2), can be reduced to an integral over super-

moduli space via gauge fixing [1,8,6]. The standard Faddeev-Popov procedure to

factor out an infinite gauge volume in a functional integral is to use the gauge pa-

rameters as explicit integration variables. In our case the gauge symmetries are the
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super-reparametrizations and the Weyl-rescalings of the super-riemannian metric.

Using the fact that any variation 8e of the metric can be obtained via an infinitesi-

mal quasi-superconformal coordinate transformations (8z,66) = (K — \6DV, \DV),

combined with the infinitesimal Weyl-rescaling Sp, we can replace the functional

measure [cPe] by

[d2e] = \£9\[<PV\JFP (2.18)

For the jacobian Jpp of this transformation one finds [4]:

JFP = \ateiD-i\2 (2.19)

where sdet/?_j is the chiral superdeterminant of the operator D = dg+Bd? acting on

the space of quasi-superconformal vector fields, defined as the space of multi-valued

vector fields V such that DV is single-valued. This chiral superdeterminant may

formally be represented as a path integral over a conjugate pair of chiral ghost fields

B and C with action

S[B,C\ = ̂ - [iPxBD-iC (2.20)
2JT J

The ghost field B is a commuting superfield of weight ( | ,0), and correspond to

infinitesimal fluctuations of the super-riemannian metric. The C-field is an anti-

commuting quasi-superconformal vectorfield, and thus has dimension (—1,0). This

super ghost system — although nothing but a useful calculating device — plays a

central role in the analysis of superstring loop amplitudes.

In order to extract from both V and C the part which is single valued on the

super-Riemann surface S, we use the coordinate maps zo(m,m), introduced in the

previous subsection, to define the multi-valued vectorfields

Va = — i - + 0—— (2.21)

This set of vectorfields forms a basis of the space of quasi-superconformal modulo

single-valued vectorfields. So we can uniquely decompose V and C as the sum
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of a single-valued component V resp. C and a linear combination of the above

vectorfields. So:

V = V + '£6miVi + '526rhaVa

c = c + £Q'v; + £>oi/a

where a' is anti-commuting and aa commuting. Using this decomposition we now

make the replacement

[dV][dC] = [dV][dd]JldmiJ[dmaY[d&iY[daa (2.22)
i a i a

Here the two Jacobians of the transformations C—»(C, a',<a°) and V—>(V,m\ma)

cancel because V and C have opposite statistics.

After inserting all this into Polyakov path integral (2.2), the integration over the

gauge degrees of freedom p and V decouple from the rest and thus may be dropped.

Performing the integral over the parameters a" and d", we find the following expres-

sion for the (7-loop partition function of the fermionic string:

Ag = I T[d2mi'[[d2maZfs(m,m,ih,:ih) (2.23)

JsM9 i a

where Zfs = Zx\ZBc\2 with

Zx = J[dX"]e-^x"^ (2.24)
ZBC = JldBd^e-^HSa^BVlK^B) (2.25)

where the C-integral now runs over the space of single-valued super-conformal vec-

torfields, and where {//,-, fia} is the basis of super-Beltrami diffentials representing

the coordinate vectorfields {dfdm',d/dma} on sMg [6]:

Pi = ~DVi f"ia = DVa (2.26)

The formula (2.23-25) is the starting point for the construction of the superstring

loop amplitudes described in the subsequent sections.
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The above functional integrals are evaluated by expanding the fields in an or-

thonormal basis of eigen modes of the corresponding laplacians. The Z?-field has

3g — 3 anti-commuting and 2g — 2 commuting zero modes proportional to the holo-

rnorphic (|,O)-differentials. They correspond to the fluctuations of super-riemannian

metric e along the gauge slice. The zero mode integral is projected out by the op-

erators $((fi-a, B)) and (/i;,B), thus ensuring that the ghost partition function is

well-defined and correctly represents the gauge fluctuations of the metric orthogonal

to the gauge slice. Performing the zero mode integration produces a factor:

(2.27)

This factor contains all the dependence of the string measure on the super-Beltrami

differentials {/*,,/<„}. This therefore shows that the measure (2.23-25) is, as it should,

invariant under gauge transformations fi —* ft + Du. Furthermore, since under

analytic coordinate transformations on supermoduli space (m,m) —» (m,m), the

basis of super-Beltrami differentials transform as tangent vectors

dmj dmb.

dm* dmb.
am am

we readily verify that the fermionic string partition function Zjs transforms as co-

ordinate invariant density on sMg.

Scattering amplitudes can be treated in much the same way as the vacuum

amplitude discussed so far. The only modification is that one has to consider super-

Riemann surfaces with punctures. The amplitudes are obtained as integrals over the

corresponding extension of the supermoduli space. The integrand is the partition

function of the stringfields on the punctured surface, with certain boundary condi-

tions at the punctures. The vertex operators, describing the emission of the various

string states, are in one-to-one correspondence with the different possible bound-

ary conditions. The main two kinds of punctures, Neveu-Schwarz ( 0 periodic)

and Ramond (6 anti-periodic), correspond to the emission of respectively space-
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time bosons and -fermions. The NS vertex operators are local quantum fields on

the super-Riemann surface; the R-vertex operators are spinfields, creating a branch

cut in the ^-coordinate, and thus are part of the super-conformal structure. At

a puncture both the even and the odd holomorphic |-differentials are allowed to

have a first order pole, except for the odd differentials at the R-punctures, which

are required to have a square root singularity. Accordingly, the dimension of the

supermoduli space of genus g surfaces with n NS-punctures and s R-punctures is

(3g —3+rc +s\2g — 2+n + | s ) . (The number of R-punctures is always even.)

The path-integral formulation of the string loop amplitudes is not manifestly

unitary. To explain this, let us recall that physical states are denned as the BRST-

invariant states, satisfying QBRSTIP^V8} = 0, modulo the spurious states, which

are of the form Q'BRsr\state), and that unitarity requires that these spurious states

decouple from physical scattering processes. Formally, this decoupling is derived

by using the BRST-invariance of the functional integral. Examining the BRST-

properties of the above path integral formulation learns that the partition function

for a given value of the moduli is not BRST-invariant, because the projection oper-

ators S((fif, B)) have a non-vanishing BRST-variation. We have

{QBRST,B(Z)}=T(Z) (2.29)

where T(z) is the total stress-energy tensor of the matter-ghost system. However,

using the relation of the stress-energy tensor with moduli derivatives (see appendix

A), it can be shown that the BRST-variation of the string partition function is a

total derivative on supermoduli space. Hence, after the integration over the moduli

space the string functional integral is indeed formally BRST-invariant. A complete

proof of this, however, requires a detailed analysis of the string partition function

near the boundary of sMg.
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Appendix A: The stress-energy tensor on sMg

The variation of the string integrand under an infinitesimal change m1 —> m1 + 6m1

of the supermoduli can be expressed in terms of the expectation value of the stress-

energy tensor [12,6,13]. Because this fact will be often used in the next chapters, we

will give its derivation here. We will temporarily use the notation ml = (m',ma).

The difference between the string integrands on two super-Riemann surfaces is

caused by the difference in boundary conditions on the fields. In order to be able

to represent the variations of these boundary conditions, let us again introduce a

parameter family of coordinate maps za(m) from the super-Riemann surface to C1'1.

With the help of these coordinates zo(m) we can now relate fields defined on

different surfaces. More precisely, we can adjoin to a (k, A)-differential $ on a

super-Riemann surface Sm in a natural way a (h, /^-differential 4> defined on another

surface S^ via

$[z(m)a(m)) - (D0)-3h{ffl)-'ii:Q(z(m),z(m)) (A.I)

where 8 = 0(rh) oz(ra)"1. The right-hand side is'invariant under superconformal

transformations on Sm and transforms as a (h, /^-differential on S^. This equation

(which should not be confused with the superconformal transformation rule of a

(A,/^-differential) defines a transport of (ft,/^-differentials over supermoduli space.

Note, however, that this transport is not unique, since it is sensitive to 2-d super-

diffeomorphisms. Infinitesimally, i.e. for ml = m' + 6m1, we have:

1 Ci',$(zm,z^) + c.c.) (A.2)

where Cv,$ is the super Lie-derivative defined by:

£v,* = (Vid + \(DV,)D + hidV,))* (A.3)

The procedure to calculate the moduli-variation of the fermionic string integrand

is to re-express the path integral on the super-Riemann surface S^ as an integral
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over fields defined on Sm . This is achieved by using equation (A.2) to perform

a redefinition of the integration variables X, B, and C, i.e. we replace A"M —»

A"*1 — Yli \6mr£v,X'1 + c.c.J etc. The Jacobian of this transformation is equal to

1. because of the reparametrization invariance of the integration measure. Thus

the only variation comes from the action functionals and the projection operators

6({fij,B)). The variation of the action functionals is

S[X]m+6m,rfi+6m = S[X)m,m + £ (SmI ifl^Tx) + c-c)

S[B,C\m+Sm = SiB^CU + ̂ Sm'^^Tsc) (A.4)

where Tx and TBC are the matter resp. ghost stress-energy tensors, given by

Tx = -\DX»D2X»

TBC = -D2BC^\DBDC-\BD'iC (A.5)

The inner product of the super-Beltrami differentials with the B-field on E^ are

expressed in terms of the corresponding quantities on Em as:

Uu,B}m+6m = (tij,B)m + Y,6mI{Vifij,B)m (A.6)

Here Vj is the 'covariant' supermoduli derivative defined, on a general differentials

$, by

V/*m(z,z) = ^ 7 ( » , « ) + Cvt*m(*,z) (A.7)

Here the derivative of $m(z,z) with respect to the supermodulus mr is defined by

,,zW)+ c.c. (A.8)
dm1'

The 'parallel transport' associated with this covariant derivative is given in (A.I).

It is easily checked that, whereas Cv,^m and d^m/dm1 transform inhomogeneously

under m'-dependent superconformal transformations, the covariant derivative V/$

defines a proper (k, ̂ -differential. Furthermore, since the transport (A.I) is path

independent, it is evident that V/ has no curvature: [V/, Vj] = 0
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Putting everything together one obtains the following variational formulas for

the respective partition functions:

e-**1{n,TXl.) (A.9)

where Vj acts on the super-Beltrami differentials only. (Here we use the definition

6(a) = a if a is anti-commuting, so 6({f*i, B)) = (fii,B).)

For completeness let us note that the expression for the variation of the ghost

partition function is not manifestly invariant under super-diffeomorphisms. since

both the Beltrami differentials /zj and the derivative V/ are defined in terms of the

vectorfields Vj. Under an infinitesimal super-diffeomorphism of the form (Sz. SO) =

(W - \9DW, \DW), we have:

Vj -> VI + VIW

V/$ -+ V / $ + £ V ; H ^ (A.11)

fit -> nr + DVW

It is straightforward to verify that these variations cancel in the right-hand side of

eqn.(A.lO).

Further we notice that the basis of super-Beltrami differentials {/;</} satisfy an in-

tegrability equation expressing the fact that they correspond to a coordinate system

on sMg:

V/^-(-lf»JIVJ/t; = 0 (A. 12)

(Here | / | = 0(1) if m1 is even (odd).) This result is obtained by taking the D-

derivative of the equation * :

0 ,0
'Here [VI,VJ] = Cv,Vj = -{-
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which can be derived directly from the definition (2.21) of the Vj. Further, let us

mention that the condition that {fij} corresponds to a analytic set of coordinates is

that the covariant derivative of fii with respect to the anti-analytic moduli is pure

gauge:

V7/1, = Duu (A.14)

with VJJ a single valued (—l,O)-differential on S. Note that all these equations are

invariant under superdiffeomorphisms.

To define the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor, since it is a composite

operator(i.e. involving operators at the same point), one has to use some regular-

ization. The most practical procedure is first to take the two operators at different

points and then take the limit where they approach each other, while subtracting

the meromorphic short distance singularities. This procedure is manifestly Weyl

invariant, but it is not coordinate invariant. It leads to an analytic (as a function

of z) and traceless stress-tensor, which however transforms inhomogeneously under

superconformal coordinate changes:

Tx(z) = Tx(z)(D0)3 + dS(z;z)

Tflc(z) = fBC(z)(D8)3-10S(z;z) (A.15)

where 5(z; z) is the schwarzian derivative [2]:

_, . , D40 D30D20 , . ,

S(z;z) = — - - 2 — = - — - A.16
DO D0 DO

In the critical dimension d = 10, this anomaly cancels in the combined stress-tensor

T = TX+TBC.

A useful application of the relation between Zj, and the stress tensor is that the

properties of the string partition function on sMg, such as its analytic structure, can

be derived as direct reflections of those of correlation functions on a fixed surface.

In particular, it is easy to that if we choose analytic super-Beltrami differentials,

the chiral partition function ZBc is a holomorphic object on sMg. The analytic

structure of the JV-partition function is more subtle, because the .Y-system is non-
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chiral and contains correlations between left- and right-movers. However, as will

be shown in the next chapter, these correlations will disappear after introducing a

projection on loop momenta.
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Chapter 3

Chiral Factorization

The fermionic string partition function (2.23-25) is the starting point for the

construction of superstring scattering amplitudes. A central step in this construction

is the observation that the fermionic string integrand — for arbitrary amplitudes —

can be factorized into a holomorphic times an anti-holomorphic half-density on the

supermoduli space, [1,2]. Here in this chapter we will give a derivation of this result

based on the introduction of an additional integration over g loop momenta.

3.1 Chiral factorization and the GSO-projection

It is a well-known fact that the solutions to the classical equations of motion of

the string fields -V, B and C show a division of string modes into left- and right-

movers (i.e. holomorphic resp. anti-holomorphic functions of z). In particular, for

the -Y-field we have:

X" = A'"(z) + X"{z) (3.1)

The string Hilbert space is built up by means of creation operators, which are

obtained as the coefficients in the mode expansion of the fields in powers of z resp.

2. The mode expansion of the string coordinates .V is:

(3.2)

where the modes satisfy the canonical (anti-)commutation relations, i.e.
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The set of operators acting in the string Ililbert space can thus be divided into a

left-moving and right-moving sector. The only interaction between both sectors is

that the zero modes /;'' and q" are equal for left and right. (The string has only one

centre of mass.)

The construction of the Ililbert space of the superstring, as invented by Gliozzi,

Scherk and Olive [3], makes use of this decoupling of left and right, by allowing

the two chiralities of the worldsheet ferniions, ^(z) and »/'''(?), to be independently

either in the Neveu-Schvvarz or in the Ramond sector, and further to project in both

the left and the right sector on even fermion parity, (— l)''L = ( —1)''" = \. Hence, the

superstring Ililbert. space has the structure

= e K5 '+ * K-+] © KSi+ * <-+) 0.3)

where the + indicates the projection on even fermion number. In the fermionic

string theory the left and right ferniions have the same boundary conditions and Un-

even fermion parity projection is non-chiral: ( —l) ( / - i + F H )= 1. So the Hilbert space

of the fermionic string has the form

K 5 © W}+ * K ©

How does this structure of the respective Hilbert spaces reflect in the formulation

of the loop amplitudes? An intuitive way to connect the two formalisms is to think

of a compact <7-)oop surface E as being obtained by sewing 3*7—3 cylinders with the

help of 2g—2 three punctured spheres, or 'vertices'. The moduli in1 parametrize the

lengths and twists of these cylinders and the odd supermoduli are located on the

spheres. Corresponding to this representation of the surface, we can view the string

integrand Z on S as a generalized trace over a set of Hilbert spaces of evolution

operators describing the propagation of states through the cylinders, [4,5].

In this picture, the different choices of NS or It (i.e. anti-periodic or periodic)

fermion boundary conditions around the cylinders are clearly in one-to-one corre-

spondence with the spin structures on E. Hence, the fact that for the fermionic . . « • .
i
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string the left and right fermions have the same boundary conditions, implies that

in its path-integral formulation we have to sum over fermionic surfaces with the same

spin structures for the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic worldsheet spinors. For

the superstring, on the other hand, the independent boundary conditions of the two

fermion chiralities means that we must allow for different spin structures for the left

and right fermions, and sum over each independently*. However, a difficulty with

this prescription is that a (non-split) super-Riemann surface can only be defined if it

is non-chiral, i.e. if 0 and 9 have the same spin structure [7]. (Otherwise it can not

describe a real surface.) Thus the chiral decoupling of the two-dimensional fermions

in the superstring theory implies that its amplitudes can not simply be written as

integrals over the super-moduli space of super-Riemann surfaces.

Therefore, to obtain a definition of the superstring amplitudes, we will need a

procedure to isolate the contributions of the left and the right movers to the fermionic

string integrand. The observation, which makes this possible, is that there is a direct

relation between the chiral structure (3.4) of the fermionic string Hilbert and the

analytic structure of its partition function Zjs on sMg. This relation can best be

understood from the just described Hilbert space picture of Zjs. Namely, in the

same way as the evolution operator for a torus with modular parameter T can be

written as

U(T,T) = U(T) ® U(T) U(T) = exp(2HTLO) (3.5)

it can be seen that the evolution operators on any g-loop surface can be factorized

into two chiral components, each depending (anti-)holomorphically on the moduli.

Hence, the fact that fermionic string Hilbert space Tif, has the structure (3.4) indeed

suggests that its partition function on a g-\oop surface can also be written as an

integral over a set of loop momenta pf, and moreover, that the integrand for fixed

momenta factorizes into a holomorphic times an anti-holomorphic function of the

supermoduli. It is easy to see* that the number of independent loop momenta is

"This summation procedure will then automatically imply the GSO-projection on even left and
right fermion parity [6].

* Using that p? is an additive quantum number
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equal to the number of handles, so we have:

with i=l,...g. We will show in section 3.2 that the fermionic string integrand, for

arbitrary scattering amplitudes, can indeed always be written in this form.

With the help of this result, we are now able to translate the GSO-construction of

the superstring to the path-integral formalism. The correct procedure for calculating

superstring loop amplitudes is summarized as follows:

(i) Construct the fermionic string integrand on the space of super-Riemann surfaces,

(ii) Write this integrand as an integral over loop-momenta pf and isolate the chiral

contributions by taking the holomorphic square root.

(iii) Integrate over the odd super-moduli and sum (for left and right independently)

the contributions of the different spinstructures.

(iv) Multiply the left and right contribution, and integrate the resulting density over

the loopmomenta and finally over the moduli space of ordinary Riemann surfaces.

Thus, in particular, the superstring vacuum amplitude has the following form:

Ass= I dmdfn jdpf Zp{m)Zp(m) (3.7)

ZP(m) = £ / dma Wp
a(m, m) (3.8)

where Wa is the chirally projected fermionic string partition function, defined in

(3.6) and a labels the spinor structures. Scattering amplitudes have a similar struc-

ture. Heterotic string amplitudes are obtained by replacing one of the chiral halfs

of the superstring integrand by a chiral bosonic string integrand with the same loop

momenta.

Let us finally note that the order of the seperatate steps can not easily be

changed. For example, the integration over the loop momenta has to be performed

before that over the bosonic moduli, because otherwise the integrand would not be
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modular invariant. * Also, the m-integral, reducing the integrand from sMg to

Ms
g

pm, is needed in order to be able to sum over the spin structures. (There is

no unique procedure to relate non-split super-Riemann surfaces with different spin

structures.) Finally we should mention that there are some complications in the last

two steps in case the supermoduli space -s,Ms itself is a non-split super-manifold. As

we will discuss, only if &Mg has a unique global splitting one can obtain a unique

globally defined integrand ,VJ,,.

3.2 Correlation functions of the matter sector

In this section we discuss the correlation functions of the 'matter sector", i.e. the 10

string superfields .V, on the super-Riemann surface S. We will introduce so-called

loop momentum operators [9] to analyze their structure and to show that there

exists a consistent projection of the amplitudes on a given set of loopmomenta, such

that: (i) the projected amplitude factorizes into an analytic and an anti-analytic

component, and (ii) the full correlator is equal to the momentum-integral of the

projected amplitudes. We will discuss both the even and the odd spin structures.

a. Analytic structure of the correlation functions

The most straightforward method to calculate the correlation functions of the A-

system is to use the path-integral. However, this method has the disadvantage that,

in order to define the eigenmode expansion of the A'-field, one has to introduce

explicitly a super-riemannian metric on the surface. As a. consequence, manifest

Weyl-invariance is lost, and also, the analytic properties of the correlation func-

tions remain rather obscure. Here we will therefore describe a different method for

analyzing the A'-system, which instead makes use of the analytic properties of its

correlation functions and is manifestly Weyl invariant.

*This is in fact one of the important differences of strings with point particles, where it is
possible to interchange the integration over the Schwinger parameters and loop momenta.
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The pole structure of the A'-corrclation functions is determined by the operator

product relations [10]. These relations are local properties of the operators and

thus independent of the global topology of the surface. They are derived via the

application of Wick's theorem, using the contraction §

(3.9)

where -12 = si — -2— 0i02. Here X(z) is the chiral half of the A'-field, which can be

defined due to the decoupling (3.1-2) of the left and right-movers. Other examples

of operator products, which will be of use later on. arc:

(3.10)
-12

/_ \ M 2 e ( i + 2 ) ( i ) (3 .11)

where #i2 = 0f—#2- The chiral vertex operators e!AA(z) introduced here can be defined

as operators in the Hilbert space, again by using (3.1-2). From the first equation

we can read off that these chiral vertex operators are primary fields with respect

to the current algebra generated by DA", meaning that the corresponding states

in the Hilbert space are annihilated by all the lowering operators an and </'» with

?! > 0. The operators e>tA<z' further have the useful property that all the operators

in the X-system are produced in their operator product expansions. For example

the operator DX(z) is obtained via

e e „ _1 + ikpi_ DX(Z2) + (3 12)
(-12) (-12)

Therefore, for analyzing the A'-correlation functions it will be sufficient to study

only those of the operators e'kx, since all other correlators can be obtained from

these by taking suitable limits.

So let us consider the correlation function

(3.13)
a=l

e, and in the rest of the section, we will omit the space-time index fi and consider just one
single A'-field. All 10 A'^'s are decoupled.
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On the sphere this function factorizes into the product of a meromorphic and an

anti-meromorphic component, which are the correlation functions of the chiral vertex

operators. On a genus g surface, however, the analytic structure is not as simple.

The reason is that, as discussed in the previous section, the left and right states in the

Hilbert space must have the same space-time momentum. Since it is to be expected

that this structure of the Hilbert space is reflected in the form of the correlation

functions on the genus g surface, this implies that only after projection on a given

set of loop momenta we obtain amplitudes which factorize meromorphically. Hence,

we expect that Tk has the form

(3.14)

where Ak,p is the correlation function of the chiral vertex operators, with loop mo-

menta pi\

A,P(wo) = ( n e i W ( w " ! ) (3.15)

Indeed, this result can be proved via a rather lengthy but straightforward path-

integral calculation. We will not give this derivation here', but instead we now

postulate the existence of this analytic structure as the fundamental property of the

X-system, and use it as the starting point for the analysis and construction of the

correlation functions.

In the following we will make extensive use of line and contour-integrals of the

operator DX, so let us recall the definition of super line-integration [10]:

/ (z , , z 2 )= /rfzw(z) *> D2/(zi,z2) = w(z2) (3.16)
Jzx

/ ( Z 1 ) Z 1 ) = 0

where u> is a (|,O)-differential, and the super Cauchy formula [10]:

(3.17)

'For a path-integral derivation of the analogous result on ordinary Riemann surfaces, see [8,9]
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fig.2. A surface of genus g = 2 with a canonical homolgy basis Ai, Bi, i = l , 2 .

b. Loop momentum operators

We will now make the definition of the chiral correlation functions more precise.

Let {/!*,B/i,k = 1, . . . ,g) denote a canonical basis of homology cycles, as depicted

for the case g = 2 in fig.2. Then the possible boundary conditions at each A-cycle

constitute a Hilbert space, on which we can perform the projection that all states

have to be an eigenstate of the operator P = / DX, with eigen value given by the

corresponding loop momentum. In order to give a more concrete description of this

projection, let us introduce for each cycle on the surface a momentum operator (cf.

ref. [9]):

P(C) = I — DX{z) (3.18)

Further, let 7i(wa) denote the infinite dimensional linear space spanned by the set

of chiral correlation functions {>U,p(wo)| fca,p, € R}. We now define a linear action

of the operators P(C) on W(wa) via:

(3.19)

Here the operator DX occurring on the right-hand side is obtained from chiral vertex

operators via the OPE (3.12). The operation P(C) can be interpreted as measuring
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the momentum passing through C. The projection on loop momenta p, may now

be formulated via the requirement that the chiral correlators are eigenvectors of the

momentum operators P(Ai) :

P(Ai)Ak.p{vitt) = Pi AP(w«) (3.20)

As we will show, this equation, when combined with the information of the operator

product relations (3.9-11). gives a complete characterization of the Ak,p(v?a).

To this end we need to know some more facts about the action of the momentum

operators [9]. A first important observation is that, whereas the «4fc,p(wa) depend on

a choice of cycles, the space H{wa) is in fact independent of this choice. Therefore,

since all operators P{C) are linear operators acting within the same linear space, it

is natural to consider their mutual commutation relations.

It is clear that if two cycles C\ and C2 on E do not intersect, the operators

P(Ci) and P(C2) will commute. In fact, this has been used in (3.20), since oth-

erwise the g loopmomenta P(A{) could not have been fixed simultaneously. The

operators P{CX) and P(C2) will not commute if the two cycles C\ and C2 have a

non-trivial intersection. To compute their commutator it is sufficient to analyze the

local neighbourhood of the intersection points of C\ and C2. Using the OPE

DXfa) DXfa) ~-1- (3.21)

one obtains as a model for this local commutator:

-=7T-- (3-22)
CA ' Z\2 lltl

where CA is a small contour around z^, and where we used the formulas (3.16-17).

This therefore leads to the important result that the commutator of two momentum

operators P(Ca) and P{C2) is proportional to the number of times (counted with

orientation) C\ and C2 intersect. So, in a formula [9]:

.#(Ci,C2) (3.23)
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where #(Ci,C2) denotes the intersection product of Cj and C2- In particular,

since for the canonical homology cycles #(v4,, Bj) = 6,j, this result implies that the

momentum operators P(B{) are the canonical conjugates of P(Ai). The operators

P(Bi) therefore act on the eigenspaces of the P{Ai) as:

The P{Ai) are not yet a maximally commuting set of loop momentum operators.

For the study of the chiral correlators it is useful to include also the homology cycles

Ca which surround the points wa. Their momentum operators P(Ca) measure the

inflowing momentum at wa and commute with all P(Ai). The -4fc.p(wo) are their

common eigen vectors

P(Ca)AkiP(wa) = ^A , P (w a ) (3.25)

To obtain a canonical^' conjugated set of operators P(Da), we have to find a canon-

ically conjugated set of cycles. For this we choose some arbitrary base point Q on

S and define Da as the path connecting wa with Q, without intersecting the A- and

5-cycles. The operators P(Da) then act as:

P(Da)Ak,p(wa) = J-JLAk.p{wa) (3.26)
iKl OKa

Thus P{Da) shifts the value of the external momenta.

The chiral amplitudes -4p,i(wa) are not single valued on £ as a function of the

points wa. Their monodromy-properties are best exposed by formally integrating

the above differential equations for APtk to:

= /exp \^ipi I DX + <£ika fm] ) (3.27)
p \ I i JB> " J J / p=o

Combining this representation with eqns.(3.20) and (3.24-25), we can see that when

we move one of the vertex operators elfcA'lWo' around the various cycles the chiral
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amplitude transforms as

= APt+ka,k(™«) (3-28)

It is not difficult to see that this multi-valuedness drops out in the non-chiral com-

bination Tk of equation (3.14). Indeed, the factor exp lip* fBDX\ in the formal ex-

pression (3.27) for AklP, produces in J:
k the projection operator 6 (fBi(DX + DX)),

which precisely imposes single-valuedness around the B-cycles. The condition of

single-valuedness around the .4-cycles is expressed by the projection p,=0.

By Taylor-expanding the exponential in (3.27), we can express the right-handside

as an infinite sum of contour-integrals of correlators of the form:

) (3-29)

We will now use this observation to prove, with the help of the (super-)Riemann-

Roch theorem, the existence and uniqueness of chiral correlation functions Ak,P with

all the above properties. We discuss the even and odd spin structures seperately.

c. Even spin structures

The Riemann-Roch theorem, when applied to the line bundle of ^-differentials,

relates the dimension of H°(w), the space of global holomorphic j-forms on E, to

that of the space of global holomorphic functions, H°{O). At the split locus one can

use the well-known results from the the classical Riemann surface theory to show

that

dim//°(w) - dim//°(0) = (g - 110 ) (3.30)

Here, the first (second) number on the right-hand side is the dimension of the com-

muting (anti-commuting) subspaceH. Now the left-hand side of (3.30) is an index,

"Here, following [13], we consider the generator of the bundle of |-forms, rfz, as anti-commuting.
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namely of the /^-operator acting in u>. Since furthermore all deviations away from

the split locus can in some sense be regarded as infinitesimal, one would expect that

the above result continues to hold for non-vanishing odd moduli.

For the even spin structures, it has been shown in [12] that this is indeed the

case. Since here the constant function is the only generator of H°(O), this super

Riernann-Roch theorem thus implies the existence of g even holomorphic (| ,0)-

differentials w,-. (At the split locus these are given by w,(z) = Ou>i(z) where the w,(s)

are the holomorphic 1-forms on the ordinary surface.) Their contour integrals are

invariant under superconformal transformations and contour deformations. So we

can normalize the a;,- with respect to the g canonical homology cycles A, and use

their 5,-contour integrals to define the period matrix:

z Wj(z) = 6{j (3.31)

, f t .«,-<•) = r* (3.32)

Here the period matrix r is symmetric, and has a positive definite imaginary part.

The Riemann-Roch theorem (3.30) can be generalized and used to count the di-

mension of the space of —differentials with a certain number of allowed singularities.

In particular, it then states that the space of |-forms w(zi) with one allowed pole

of the form I/212 at some point Z2 has dimension (<7+l|0). This space is spanned

by the g abelian differentials u;; together with the so-called abelian differential of

the second kind fi(z1,z2), uniquely specified as the anti-symmetric, meromorphic

^-differential with one pole for Zj =z2 :

fi(z,,z2)~— z t ~ z 2 (3.33)
Z,2

and with vanishing A-periods:

z, fi(z,,z2) = 0 (3.34)

Now let us use this knowledge to examine the correlation functions of the type

(3.29). First we fix our normalization of the correlation functions by setting

{1 >P=o = 1 (3.35)

So u = w(z)dz is called commuting if w(z) is anti-commuting, and vice versa.
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The next simplest correlator, (DX(z))p-o, vanishes, because it must be an element

of H°(u>) with all vanishing ^-periods. So the first non-vanishing amplitude is the

two-point function {DX(z)DX(w))p=o. Its properties, which follow from the OPE

(3.21) and the loop momentum condition Pi—f^t DX = 0, are precisely those of the

second abelian differential. So we have

(DX(z)DX(v/)) =fi(z,w) (3.36)

The correlators with an arbitrary even number of DX operators are now ontained

simply by means of a fermionic Wick theorem using Q as propagator:

2JV

(HDXizj)) = Pfafft,wfi(z/t, z,) (3.37)
i=i v

The identification of both sides again follows from the OPE (3.21) and the loop

momentum projection p; = 0. The correlators with an odd number of Z)A"'s vanish.

Inserting (3.37) into the Taylor expanded version of (3.27), we can express the

chiral correlation functions Ak,p entirely in terms of contour integrals of the 2nd

abelian differential. The B-contour integrals of fl are given by the canonical holo-

morphic |-forms:

Indeed, using the same type of calculation as the one leading to the canonical com-

mutator (3.23), one shows that the w,- defined in this way are canonically normalized

with respect to the A-cycles. Further, let us define the so-called prime-form £(z, w)

by: "

log£(wa ,w4)= / "dz / dwfi(z,w) (3.39)
Jwb Jwa

This prime form £(z. w) is an analytic anti-symmetric ( —|,O)-differential, with the

important property that it has no poles and only one zero at z = w. Using this

"""Here the second integration has to be defined by first using a cut-off |z - wo&| > c and then
send f —• 0, while subtracting the logf divergence.
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definition *e find the following expression for Ak,p:

jje.-*.*(w.)\ = exp\ixp-T-p + £2™fcap- P J n £(wo,w6)-***» (3.40)
\ i / L o Ja<6a<6

The above formula is the direct generalization of the result for the chiral correlators

of the free scalar field on ordinary Riemann surfaces [8,9].

d. Odd spin structures

For super-Riemann surfaces with odd spin structures things are more subtle. The

main feature distinguishing odd from even spin structures is the existence of an

odd holomorphic i-differential h(z). This qualitative difference between even and

odd spin structures has an intuitive explanation as follows. Whereas every super-

Riemann surface with even spin structure can be obtained by sewing cylinders with

only Neveu-Schwarz fermion boundary conditions, for odd spin structures one also

needs (at least) one cylinder with Ramond boundary conditions. So, in the Hilbert

space picture, the .^-partition function involves in the odd case a trace over a Ra-

mond sector. This Ramond sector, as opposed to the Neveu-Schwarz sector, contains

a constant fermionic zero mode. (This zero mode corresponds, in t.he point particle

analogy, with the 7-trace over the fermion propagator.) The presence of the holo-

morphic —differential h(z) can be seen as a direct reflection of this constant fermion

zero mode.

Let us discuss the space of holomorphic ^-differentials for this case. The Riemann-

Roch theorem (3.30) also applies for split super-Riemann surfaces with an odd spin

structure. Rather surprisingly, however, for this case it turns out that the result no

longer holds for non-vanishing anti-commuting moduli. For non-split super-Riemann

surfaces with odd spin structure the space of holomorphic (|,O)-differentials has di-

mension (0 11), instead of the expected [g | 1).

An instructive example is the case g = 1, the super torus. It is described by

coordinates (z,6) with the identifications (z,6)~(z+l,9) and (Z,0)~(Z+T—0e,0+e)

Here r is commuting and e the anti-commuting supermodulus. At the split locus,
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e = 0, a basis of holomorphic ^-differentials is given by

h = \dz u = 0dz (3.41)

For c ^ 0, however, of these two only h(z) remains. It is easy to show that there

does not exists globally defined solution to Du = 0 of the form w = (6 + ef(z))dz.

The complete space of holomorphic ^-differentials for non-vanishing e is generated

(over C) by: {Idz, edz, eddz}.

For general g the structure is similar: only the odd differential h(z) is present for

all supermoduli, whereas all g even holomorphic |-forms u>i only exist for vanishing

odd moduli [13]. We can choose h(z) such that it has vanishing A-periods:

<f> dz h{z) =
JA,

(3.42)

The £?-periods of h(z) are then determined upto an overal factor, and will in general

be non-vanishing:

idzh(z) = Hi (3.43)
JBi

Here Hi is anti-commuting and therefore proportional to the odd super-moduli ma.

(E.g. for the super torus above we have §Bdzh{z) — fdOJJ+l9dz = e.)

There is no canonical normalization of the differential h(z), which is related to

the fact that we can not use eqn.(3.35) to fix the norm of the correlation functions

of the A'-system, since (l)p=o = 0 due to the fermionic zero mode. Therefore, let us

just choose some normalization for h(z), and set:

{DX(z))p=o= h(z) (3.44)

To construct the other correlators of the type (3.29) we could again look for a differ-

entia] fl with the properties (3.33-34) However, it turns out that, as a consequence

the fermionic zero mode, a differential fi(z, w) with the properties (3.33-34) only ex-

ists if we allow it to be multi-valued in around the 5-cycles with terms proportional

to k(w) resp. A(z). This will be sufficient for our purposes. To obtain the general

correlator (3.29) we now again use a fermionic Wick rule, while incorporating the
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zero mode h(z). The result reads

•i) (3-45)

The multi-valuedness of 0, clearly cancels by anti-symmetry.

The chiral amplitude of the vertex operators can again be obtained from the

above result using (3.27). We find

) (3.46)

ppY,P I ) n
where H(w) is the odd multi-valued function defined by:

JQ
(3.47)

with Q some arbitrary begin point on E (which drops out because of momentum

conservation) and where furthermore we used equations (3.38) and (3.39) to define

the Ui and the prime form £(z,w). However, note that, since ft is now multi-

valued, both these differentials are not single-valued on E and also not unique.

More precisely, we have that the triple

w«,log£(wa,W(,))

is single-valued and unique modulo terms of the form

[ciHj + CjHi, c,#(wa) + caHi, caH(wb) + chH{v?a))

This ambiguity cancels in the above expression (3.46), because the #,'s and /f (wa)'s

are anti-commuting.

This concludes our analysis of the correlation functions of the chiral vertex oper-

ators etkX(vr). As mentioned, the chirally projected correlation functions of all other

operators can be obtained by taking suitable limits.
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The X-partition function

The analytic structure of the .^-partition function Zx(m,rn) on the supermoduli

space can be derived directly from that of the correlation functions on the <?-loop

surface £ via the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor. As described in the

appendix of the previous chapter, the change in the partition function Zx under the

supermoduli variation 8m induced by the quasi-superconformal deformation [Sz.SO)

is given by*:

(3.48)

TA'(z) = | f l ¥ » i ) a r ( i ) (3.49)

where /t = D($z +060) is the infinitesimal super-Beltrami differential corresponding

to the variation Sm. Using the results in this section for the A'-conelation functions,

we can now easily calculate ^T\-(zn and identify the different terms as variation of

factors in Zx- In this way we arrive at the following result for the partition function

Zx

Zx{m,rn) = j'dsp" \Wv,{m)\2 (3.50)

where for the even spin structures

Wpv(m) = exp(27iy •7--j>")(sdetA,r' (3.51)

and for the odd spin structures

Wp(m) = (H(p'l-H))exp(iwp»-T-p>i)(sdetDo)-? (3.52)

Here sdetZ>0 is the chira) superdeterminant of the super-Cauchy-Riemann operator

D acting on the space of functions. This chiral supe.determinant is an analytic-

function on sMg and is defined via the moduli variation:

o) = y>z/z(z,z):T<0>(z) (3.53)

= z|im2 i ( A + D3) (fi(z,,z2) - - L )

"Here we again consider all the d string coordinates A'*1
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An alternative (but equivalent) definition of sdet£>o can be given via the holomorphic

factorization of the non-chiral determinant sdeiDoDo- For this see ref.[2]. For the

moduli variations of the period matrix and the anti-commuting //-periods one finds:

K)(?.) (3.54)

Hz) (3.55)

These formulas can be derived via the method described in rcf [8], section 7.

This completes the proof that the contributions of the left and right-movers can

be isolated after projection on loop momenta. Thi's we are now able to treat the

left and right-movers independently, so that we can perform the construction of the

superstring loop amplitudes as described in section 3.1.

Let us end with a short remark about the space-time properties of the amplitudes

obtained in this section. The characteristic difference between chiral amplitudes of

the even and odd spin structures is that, whereas the first are even under the space-

time parity transformation, the latter are odd. Indeed, it is not difficult to see

that, since the //,-'s and //(wa)'s are anti-commuting, in (/-dimensions the odd spin

structures can only contribute if there are at least d independent momenta available,

which can then be contracted via a (/-dimensional e-symbol. The full amplitudes are

parity violating only if the left and right spin structures are opposite [14].

Finally, it would be interesting to compair the above formulas for the fennionic

string loop amplitudes with those of the corresponding point-particle theory, which

consists of a massless scalar particle <j> (the NS tachyon) with a. 4>3 interaction,

coupled via a Yukawa interaction with a massless fermion rp (the R ground state).
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Chapter 4

The Integral over the

Anti-commuting Supermoduli

In this chapter we will reformulate the superstring amplitudes as integrals over the

moduli space Mg
spm) of ordinary Riemann surfaces with spin structure. This is done

by explicitly performing the integral over the anti-commuting supermoduli param-

eters rh". This reduction of the integrand from sMg to 7l4^spm' is an essential step

in performing the GSO-projection, because we need to be able to sum the contri-

butions of the different spin structures. This will be used in chapter 6 in the study

of space-time supersymmetry. A further motivation is that, as will be discussed in

chapter 5, there is a powerfull machinery available to analyze the partition functions

and correlation functions of the string fields on arbitrary ordinary Riemann surfaces,

based on a combination of the theory of theta functions and two-dimensional Bose-

Fermi equivalence. The analogues of these techniques on super-Riemann surfaces

are not yet as well developed.

An aspect of superstring theory which is known to be directly related to the

presence of the anti-commuting supermoduli is the so-called 'picture changing sym-

metry' of the physical Hilbert space of the superstring [1]. Here in this chapter we

will make this relation more precise by demonstrating that the effect of the inte-

gration over the odd supermoduli can be incorporated in terms of so-called picture

changing operators. The relation between these operators and the picture changing

symmetry of the Hilbert space is described in section 6.1.

As we will see, the transcription of the string amplitudes to Ms
g

ptn involves an

arbitrary choice, namely the coordinates used on sMg to perform the mintegral. As

a consequence, the integrand obtained on Mg
pm will not be unique. We will show

that, for different coordinate choices on sMg, the integrand on M'g
pm differs by a

total derivative. We will discuss some issues related to this non-uniqueness.
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4.1 Explicit anti-commuting supermoduli

Any super-Riemann surface with non-zero odd super-moduli rha can be obtained as

a deformation of a split surface. We wil now make use this fact to describe the space

of super-Riemann surfaces in terms of ordinary surfaces with gravitino fields. For a

more detailed discussion of this relation see refs [7,6].

A split super-Riemann surface So is equivalent to an ordinary surface Sor^, with

a spin structure defined on it. A family of split super-Riemann surfaces £o(m) is

described by a parameter family of local super-coordinates, za(m) = (za(m),0^(7n))

patched together with transition functions of the form:

0a = (dfa0)
1/2O0 (1.1)

We will from now on only use this split type of local coordinates, which means that

we loose manifest invariance two-dimensional supersymmetry transformations. The

advantage, however, is that we may write globally on So:

X*(z,0) = x»(z) + 8V{:)

B(z,9) = /3(z)+0b(z) (4.2)

C(z,0) = c(z) + O1(z)

Split genus g super-Riemann surfaces have 3g — 3 even moduli m!, and no odd

supermoduli. The even moduli are varied by quasi-con formal transformations re-

taining the split form (4.1) of the transition functions. Variations away from the

subspace of split super-Riemann surfaces, i.e. that switch on the odd super-moduli,

are generated by quasi-superconformal deformations of the form

z -» ~ = z + 9i>(z,z)

0 -» 0 = 9 + v{z,z) + L0vdv{z,z) (4.3)

where u(z,z) is a multi-valued, anti-commuting ( —|,O)-differential on So. Provided

that (4.3) can not be written as a combination of a super-conformal transformation
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on the individual overlaps and a super-diffeomorphism, the new coordinates (z,0)

describe a super-Riemann surface S^ with non-zero odd supermoduli rha.

Our goal is now to rewrite the fermionic string partition function (2.23-25) on

S A in terms of objects denned on Eo, and to make manifest all its dependence on

the anti-commuting supermoduli. To simplify the analysis we will choose the quasi-

superconformal (—|,O)-differential v in a special way. Namely, we assume it can be

expanded as:

29-2

»{*,z) = £ mava(z,z) (4.4)
a=l

where the va are all independent of the odd super moduli ma, and furthermore, each

va has its support in a different coordinate neighbourhood Ua. This choice has the

convenient property that products such as vdv vanish, so that we can work to first

order v.

The difference between the string integrands on Dm and Eo is caused by the fact

that the boundary conditions of the fields are different. The procedure to calculate

this difference is to perform in the functional integral on Eo a redefinition of the fields

such that the new fields satisfy the boundary conditions of Erft. This redefinition is

given by (cf. eqn.(A.2)):

b -> b + 3(dv)0 + vd$ 0-+0 + vb (4.5)

c —+ c + £7 7 ~ * 7 ~ 2{dv)c + vdc

From this one finds that the action functionals on S^ are expressed in component

fields on So as *

S[XU = ^ jd2z [dxdx + 4<d4< + ̂ d4> + x4<dx + J JB.r + J\ H'] {A.6)

S[B,C]A = ± J<Pz[b3c

*From now on we omit the space-lime indices of X* and
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Here the matter action S[X] is the well-known Brink-DiVecchia-Howe action of a

two-dimensional massless scalar coupled to N=l supergravity in the Wess-Zumino

gauge [4]. The anti-commuting supermoduli are contained in the two-dimensional

gravitino field x, which is an odd (—|,l)-differential on Eo. It is related to the

quasi-superconformal vector fields va by

(4.8)

The presence of the last term in the matter action is a bit surprising in view of

the decoupling of the left- and right-moving modes, since classically it destroys this

decoupling. At the quantum level, however, this additional term is in fact necessary

in order to have chiral factorization, because it precisely cancels the correlation

between \il>dx and xtydx caused by the contraction: dx{z)dx(w) = — n8(z—w). So,

symbolically, we have that

exp ^-— j (x i>dx + X *l>dx + x xW>) j = :exp | - — J (x ipdx + x ^dx)\:

(4.9)

Thus, by projecting on fixed values of the loop momenta p(,4;) = §A. dx, the left and

right-moving modes can still be treated independently. Unless stated otherwise, we

will in the following consider only the holomorphic part of the partition function.

The m°-dependence of the action on S^ is

S[X, B, CU = S[X, B, do + £ rha(xa, TF) (4.10)
0=1

where Tp is the analytic two-dimensional supercurrent of the combined matter-ghost

system:

7 > = ^ & r + l&7 + §03c+l(0/3)c (4.11)

and the pairing (XO,7F) is defined by integration over Eo. For the inner products

of the 5-ghost field with the super-Beltrami differentials on E ,̂ in terms of the
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component fields on So we find after a straightforward calculation *

a

where V;xa is the moduli variation of the gravitino field Xa, defined by

(4-13)

To further simplify the equations we will choose the gravitino fields \a independent

of the moduli, i.e., such that V;Xa identically vanishes. This means that we pick a

set of (—j, l)-differentials ^ o on some surface Eo(m), and then transport it quasi-

conformally over the bosonic moduli space via:

)(m)l
Xa(z(m),z(m)) (4.14)

where z = z(rh) o z(m)~l. Note, however, that this definition of parallel transport

is not invariant under two-dimensional diffeomorphisms.

Combining all this we find the following expression for the string partition func-

tion on Eft, in which all dependence on the odd supermoduli ma has been made

manifest:

Z(m,m) = je~s"

where we introduced the short-hand notation:

/ e-s° = j[dxdil>}[dbdc][dpdi] exp j — j[\dxdx + tylfy + bBc + /?d7] | (4.16)

Here all fields and differentials are defined on the split surface Eo.

We can now explicitly perform the Grassmann integration over the odd super-

'Cf. eqn.(A.8) of the appendix to chapter 2.
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moduli ma, leading to:

m.2(m,A)= [ e'
s° Y[Y[Xa) Ufa, b) (4.17)

J a. i

where ^[Xa] are the so-called 'picture changing operators', defined by:

Y[Xa] = S({XaJ))(Xa,TF) (4.18)

These picture changing operators have the convenient property that they are BRST-

invariant for non-singular gravitino fields \a- In section 6.1 we will describe the

relation of these operators with the picture changing symmetry of the superstring

Hilbert space.

Equation (4.17) is the main result of this section. A similar analysis can be done

for the integrand for arbitrary scattering amplitudes. We will now describe two

examples of gravitino support, which both will be of use in chapter 6.

Example 1: 6-function gravitino support

This parametrization of sMg is very practical in many situations and is obtained

as follows. We choose 2g — 2 points Pa on a split genus g surface So
 ar»d a small

coordinate neighbourhood (Ua,{za,8a)) around each point. Within Ua we perform

the coordinate transformation (4.3) with

ma\(z)
v(z, z) = - — + analytic (4.19)

( z ~ Va )

where ya is the (commuting) coordinate of Pa and \(z) is a holomorphic ( —1,0)-

differential defined locally near the point Pa. (Its presence in (4.19) is necessary

to make ma conformally invariant.) The gravitino fields \a are (S-supported at the

points Pa:

(4.20)

Their moduli-variation V,Xa will drop out of the string partition function if we take
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all Pa independent of the moduli, that is, keep their location on the topological sur-

face _Y fixed. Imposing this restriction on the Pa, the integrand after m-integration

is again of the form (4.17), where the picture changing operators are now defined as

the normal ordered product:

Y(ya) =: 8(p(ya))TF(ya) : (4.21)

The normal ordening prescription is uniquely determined by requiring that Y(ya) is

BRST-invariant. A formal representation which is manifestly BRST-invariant is:

Y(va) = {QBRST, HWVa))} (4.22)

where H(x) is the Heaviside step function. The above equation follows from ^r(x) —

S(x) and

{QBRSTJ(ya)}=TF(ya) (4.23)

Although, at first sight, the operators 6{0(y)) and H(fi(y)) used in the above for-

mulas may seem somewhat bizar and badly defined, they can be given a precise

meaning. This will be discussed in the next chapter, where we will explicitly (i.e. in

terms of theta functions) construct their correlation functions on arbitrary Riemanii

surfaces. There it will also be explained why, in spite of the representation (4.22)

as a total BRST-variation, the picture changing operators are not spuricus.

The representation of the string measure in terms of the singular picture changing

operators (4.21) turns out to be particularly useful for the analysis of space-time

supersymmetry. However, as we will discuss, it is not well suited to describe the

integrand near the compactification divisor of sMg, containing the surfaces with

nodes.

Example 2: The plumbing fixture and the factorization expansion

Therefore, let us discuss as a second example a parametrization of sMg near a

component of the compactification divisor describing the formation of a supernode
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[12]. A supernode is formed when a cycle, around which the fermions satisfy NS

boundary conditions, is pinched down to a point. This cycle can either surround a

handle or be homologically trivial, in which case it divides the surface in two parts.

For definiteness, let us consider the latter situation. The supernode is then described

by two coordinate neighbourhoods (£/,-, (2,-,$,)) i = 1,2, which are part of two

different super-Riemann surfaces E] and E2. Choose a point P; within each £/,- and let

{Vii Vi) denote their resp. super-coordinates. We now obtain a degenerating family

of super-Riemann surfaces S t, parametrized by a complex variable t, by identifying

points within U\ with points lying in U2 by means of the following superconformal

identifications [12]:

(*i ~ Vi ~ #i£i)(02 - s?a) = <(0i-yi) (4-24)

This construction is the super-analogue of the so-called 'plumbing fixture' descrip-

tion of degenerating ordinary Riemann surfaces [10]. The supermoduli describing

the formation of the node are the parameter t and the supercoordinates (i/;,?/;) of

the two points Pt. Sending t -+ 0 produces the supernode, located at Pj = P2.

When supplemented with the super-moduli of £1 and S2 (which can be chosen as

in example 1) they provide a complete set of supermoduli for E*.

The split super-Riemann surfaces in this region are described by setting both

the odd super-moduli of Si and S2 and the odd super-coordinates y^ and y-i of Pl

and P2 equal to zero. The quasi-superconformal transformation that switches on the

odd supermoduli y\ and y2 can be chosen of the form (4.3-4) with the ( —|,0)-form

with v{z,H) given by

I elsewhere '

where the contour C; = {|z; — ?/,| = r,} is chosen such that it has no overlap with
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other coordinate regions than £/,-. The associated gravitino field is given by:

The Beltrami-differentials associated with the bosonic coordinates j/,- are

and finally

where z is the coordinate defined on the overlap U\ (1 U^ by

(4-29)

The behaviour of the string partition function in the neighbourhood of the com-

pactification divisor can be analyzed using the so-called factorization hypothesis

[13]. This factorization hypothesis is based on the intuitive picture of the string

partition function as a trace over Hilbert spaces. The idea is to divide the surface

T,t into tnree parts: the two surfaces £,• with the regions \zi — t/;| < 1 removed, and

the annulus

At = {\t\i < f*| < I*!"*1}

connecting the two other parts of the surface. Accordingly we can decompose the

path-integral on E< into three seperate integrals, each correponding to one the three

regions. The possible boundary conditions at each of the circles ĵ r,- — j/,-| < 1 defines

a Hilbert space, so we can glue the three parts together by inserting a complete

orthormal set of Hilbert states J2(/> |<̂ ){<̂ *| at the two boundaries of the annulus.

The propagation of the states through the annulus At is described by the evolution

operator Ut = £2L°, where Lo = f ^ZTB(Z) is the two-dimensional hamiltonian.

Using the above louTuilas for the super-Beltrami differentials near the node, this

leads to the following representation for the string partition function on S(:

(4.30)
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E

fig.3. The factorization expansion of the integrand on a degenerate surface.

where (leaving the odd supermoduli of £; implicit):

Here the vertex operator V̂ , is the superconformal tensor associated with the state

\<j>i) defined by

V^yuyt) = [1 + vAW^b^MVi) (4-32)

Here
dz

2 Jc, 2xi

where <f>i(yi) is the unique local field operator satisfying:

(4.33)

(4.34)

The expansion (4.30) is called the factorization expansion. It shows that the singular

behaviour of the string integrand is dominated by the states \<j>) with the lowest

energy, i.e. eigenvalue of LQ. Divergences occur when states with eigenvalues h^ < 0

give a non-vanishing contribution to (4.30). The lowest energy states that can
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contribute are:

lit = 0 |^i) = 4'* iCi8(n)\0) V^ = DXll(yi,yi)
2 2

The first state, with A^= — j , is the well-known Neveu-Schwarz tachyon. Its contri-

bution, however, will be eliminated by the integration over J/I. This leaves as only

possible divergences the ones associated the massless (h^ = 0) one-point functions,

in particular the dilaton tadpole. Its contribution to the factorization expansion

(4.30) will be examined in detail in chapter 6, where it will be shown that after the

sum over the spin structures it can be written as a total derivative on moduli space.

4.2 Variation of the gravitino fields

A natural question to ask is: how does the string integrand depend on the choice

of the basis of gravitino fields? This is an important issue, because there are many

possible choices for the Xa and none of them seems to be preferred over the others. In

this section we will analyse this dependence in both before and after the integration

over the odd supermoduli. What we will show in both cases is that under the

variation:

Xa -» X. + AXa (4.35)

the integrand changes with a total derivative in the moduli. This result implies

that the total amplitude is independent of the choice of gravitino slice, provided we

can show that this total derivative does not contribute to the integral. This latter

problem will be addressed in the next section. We will describe two derivations of

the result. The first one uses eqn.(4.17) and BRST-invariance; the second will give a

geometrical interpretation of this total derivative by relating the gravitino variations

(4.35) to non-split coordinate transformations on sMg.

We first consider the string measure after the m-integration. Again we choose our

gravitino fields Xa to be independent the moduli, so that all terms involving V,Xa
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drop out. (The modification of the following formulas for non-constant gravitino

fields is straightforward [3]). So we start from:

Z{m;X) =

We are interested in the variation: 6&XZ = Z{m,\ + Ax) — Z(m,x)- All in-

dependence of Z(m,x) resides in the picture changing operators V[xa], so

The key step in the calculation of b&xZ is the observation that the variation ^

can be rewritten as the total BRST-variation. A straightforward calculation (using

{QBRSTJ} = TF) shows that:

, S((Xa, /?»(A.X'a, P)} (4.38)

The functional integral of a total BRST-variation vanishes, since it can always be

absorbed in a redefinition of the integration variables in the functional integral. So

after inserting this equation into (4.35) we can perform a 'partial BRST-integration'.

The picture changing operators are BRST-invariant and further we have that:

) (4.39)

where Tg is the bosonic part of the stress-energy tensor. The resulting expression is

This expression can then indeed be recognized as a total derivative with respect the

moduli:
dW'

6*xZ(m;X) = — (4.41)
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with

r l
(4.42)

The reasoning leading to this identification is as follows. Working backwards from

(4.41-42), we first note that the derivative of the action So with respect to the

modulus m' is

^ (4.43)

Further, we have that the moduli variation of the picture changing operators vanishes

as a consequence of the restriction V,\a — 0. Also the moduli variation of the

Beltrami differentials in the projection operators {/J,-, b) drops out, due to the fact

that they satisfy the integrability condition VifMj = Vj/j; (see the appendix to

chapter 2). With this information, the equality of (4.40) and (4.41-42) is now easily

verified.

That BRST-invariance plays a role in the above derivation is not very surprising.

Indeed, the origin of BRST-symmetry is well-known to be closely connected to the

general fact that gauge-fixed functional integrals are invariant under variations of

the gauge slice. Note, however, that the variation (4.35) of the gravitino field is not

merely a change of the gauge slice, but in general also corresponds to a shift in the

coordinates parametrizing the gauge slice. It is in fact this coordinate shift, and not

the variation of the gauge slice itself, which is responsible for the total derivative

difference in the string integrand.

This relation will become clear in the second derivation. We will now consider

the string measure on sMg, so before the m-integral. In the previous section we

have associated to every choice of gravitino fields ya on M(
g

svirC> a parametrization

Sx(m,m) of supermoduli space of super-Riemann surfaces. Here Hx(m,m) denotes

the super-Riemann surface obtained from the split super-Riemann surface with mod-

uli m via the deformation (4.3-4), related to the Xa via (4.8). The fact that this

parametrization depends on the Xa implies that, when we vary the gravitino field as
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in (4.35), there will be a relation of the following form:

Ex+Ax(m,m) = £x(?n + A?rc,m + A???) (4.44)

To find this moduli variation (Am1,Am"), let us notice that we can get, from

£x(ra,m) to EX+AX(?TC,«J)
 v ' a the following quasi-superconformal deformation (see

eqns.(4.3) and (4.8))

Sz = OAi, \

60 = Av (4.45)

The super-moduli variation induced by this quasi-superconformal transformation is

obtained by taking the inner product of the corresponding super-Beltrami differ-

ential A/i = 96Ax with the basis of holomorphic (|,O)-differentials on Ev(m,m)

corresponding to the coordinates ml = (m',ma) *

Am' = (A/i, * ' ) (/</, $ J) = S,J (4.46)

Since the string measure transforms as a super-density on sMg, its variation under

this infinitesimal coordinate transformation is given by the total divergence:

(4.47)

It is not very difficult to show that this equation, after integration over the odd su-

permoduli indeed reproduces the first obtained result (4.41-42). Note that here only

the shift in even coordinates m' contributes to 6&x f dm2(m, rh); the ^(-derivatives

trivially integrate to zero. Further let us note that the moduli variations Am1 are

proportional to the odd moduli, so, in particular, Am' is nilpotent.

Although in both cases the string integrand changes with a total derivative, the

situations before and after the integral over the odd moduli are essentially different.

On sMg we have a unique measure and the total derivative can be cancelled by a

coordinate shift. This can no longer be done after the m-integral, and, consequently,

'By this we mean that in the identification of the holomorphic ^-difTerentials with cotangent
vectors to sMg, the basis {$'} is mapped on the coordinate basis {dm1}.
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on Mg we do not have a unique measure. The or'gin of this non-uniqueness lies

in the fact that the group of coordinate transformations on sM.g is much larger

than the one on Mg. This can be made manifest by using that a general (analytic)

coordinate transformation on sMg can be decomposed as a combination of a map

of the so-called split type:

ml -> g'{m)

ma -> ga
b{m)mb (4.4S)

with a transformation of the form:

n=\

j..62n_i(m.)m6>...m6—' (4.49)

The split transformations correspond to reparametrizations on M.3 combined with

linear basis transformations \ a —* <j£\6 of the gravitino fields. It is readily seen that

they leave the string measure on A4g is invariant. However, as we have just shown,

general gravitino variations induce coordinate transformations on sMg of the non-

split type (4.49) and due to the nilpotent shift in the ra'-coordinates, change in the

integrand on Mg by a total derivative.

4.3 Some global issues

This non-uniqueness of the integration procedure is the cause of considerable com-

plications in the formulation of superstring perturbation theory. In particular it

raises the question whether or not the pa<h integral formulation of the siipeishing

gives an unambiguous prescription for obtaining amplitudes. To show that different-

choices of coordinates give integrands which locally differ by a total derivative is.

due to the complicated topology of M.g and the fact that it has a. boundary, clearly

not sufficient to prove that their integrals will lead to the same final answer.
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Let us first comment on the problems associated with the boundary of sMg. The

string integrand is in general singular near the compactification divisor T>g, since T>g

describes the degenerate Riemann surfaces. Therefore, the value of the total integral

of the string measure is very sensitive to variations of the choice of gravitino fields

c.q. non-split coordinate changes near T>g, because these lead to total derivatives

which can integrate to yield non-vanishing boundary contributions.

Let us illustrate this problem with the help of a very simple example [14,15].

Consider the integral

1= f dxd6ld02j{x) (4.50)
Jo

Here x is commuting and Bx and 0i are anti-commuting numbers. Since f(x) does

not depend on 0\ and 02, performing the Grassmann integration would simply give

a vanishing result for the integral:

7 = 0 (4.51)

However, if we would first perform the coordinate transformation

x -> y = x + c(x)9l62 (4.52)

with c some constant, then / becomes:

V = f dyMid02f{y -
JoJo

= c(0)/ ' (0)-c(l)/ ' ( l) (4.53)

which, for general / , is only zero if c(0)=c(l) = 0.

Thus, going back to the superstring amplitudes, it is clear that, in order to get

unambiguous answers, the choice of coordinates near the compactification divisor

has to be specified. The requirement which has to fix this choice is that spurious

states should decouple. The most natural description of T>g, wY'Jn also most likely

meets this requirement, is the 'plumbing fixture' construction described as example

2 in section 4.1.
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An important related issue is whether or not there exists some (preferred) globally

denned basis of gravitino fields (or, if necessary, globally defined modulo linear basis

transformations), which can be used to obtain a unique integrand on Mg
sptn^. This

problem has not been solved yet. To illustrate its difficulty, let us summarize the

conditions the gravitino slice has to satisfy:

(i) Since holomorphic factorization is essential for the superstring, they must be

chosen to vary holomorphically on &Mg.

(ii) The coordinates (m',ma) must define a non-degenerate coordinate system on

sMg. A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that det(x, <j>) ~f 0 is everywhere

finite, where {<j>} is a basis of holomorphic |-differentials on sMg.

(iii) The integrand has to be single-valued on Aig'
ptn\ which means that the proce-

dure of assigning a set of gravitino fields to a Riemann surface with spin structure

has to be modular invariant.

(iv)Finally, as discussed above, the gravitino slice needs to have the right behaviour

near the boundary of the supermoduli space.

The question whether such a global gravitino slice exists is closely related to

the issue, briefly mentioned in chapter 1, whether sMg is a split supermanifold or

not. The problem of constructing an analytically varying basis of gravitino fields,

globally defined modulo linear transformations, is exactly the same as trying to find

a split analytic coordinate covering of sMg.
 §

At present it is an open problem whether for general g sMg is split or not.

Only for some simple cases, such as the (super-)sphere with four NS-punctures,

it has recently been shown that the compactified super moduli space is split [16].

Nevertheless, even here it turned out that the situation is not quite trivial. Namely,

none of the splittings found was the correct one at the compactification divisor,

i.e. compatible with the plumbing fixture coordinates. So if we insist on using this

plumbing fixture prescription at the boundary, we are forced, even in these simple

examples, to use non-split transition functions to obtain a coordinate covering of

the super-moduli space.

5Note that the addition "analytic" is essential here. Any supermanifold allows a non-analytic
globally split coordinate covering, but this is not what we want.
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fig.4- The path from P to R transverses two coordinate patches.

Would it be a problem if the supermoduli space sMg for general genus g turns

out to be non-split? In this case there is no unique integrand on the ordinary moduli

space Aig; it is only defined upto total derivatives. So the question becomes: how

to define the integral of such an object?

Similar problems have already occurred in many other physical situations and the

solution is in fact well-known. A famous example is the magnetic monopole inside

a 2-sphere. In that case, if we want to avoid the use of Dirac strings, the vector

potential A^ can also only be defined within local patches, and differs on the overlaps

by a total derivative. A consistent, gauge invariant definition of the contour integral

§CA in this situation was given by Wu and Yang [17]. The procedure is to cut the

contour in pieces, such that the integral over each piece can be performed within one

patch, and glue these seperate integrals together by introducing additional boundary

terms living on the patch overlaps. More precisely, consider the situation of fig.4.

For this situation the Wu-Yang prescription for the integral of A = A^dx" from P

to R reads:
(R rQ rP

/ A= Aa+ A0 + 4>af3(Q) (4.54)
Jp Jp JQ

where
A a - A p = d1>a0 (4.55)

The correction term il'ap is necessary and appropriate to restore gauge invariance

and independence of the position of the point Q.

This prescription can be generalized and applied to our problem to give a con-

sistent formulation of the integration over the supermoduli, even if the supermoduli
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space is non-split [19]. The idea is to make a cell-decomposition of the supermoduli

space, such that within each cell there exists a global set of coordinates. So cell by

cell we can perform the integration over the odd supermoduli, and then glue these

integrals together by introducing Wu-Yang type of correction terms.

As a final remark, let us note that in the case of open strings, the just described

structure is in fact realized in Wittens field theory of open superstrings [18]. The

loop diagrams in this theory give a triangulation of moduli space, but, as shown

in [20], it is necessary to add correction terms at the interior boundary of this

triangulation. These are precisely the Wu-Yang corrections, and they implj' that in

the second quantized string action higher (> 3) order interactions have to be added.

In fact, also other recently discovered 'contac* • •-.. Jons1 in superstring theory

[22,21] can be shown to be special cases of the a • '-Yang correction terms.
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Chapter 5

Construction of the String Integrand

In the previous chapter we have given a detailed analysis of the integral over the odd

supermoduli and we have shown that afterwards the superstring integrand is defined

on the space 7WJpm of ordinary Riemann surface with spin structures. On this spin

moduli space Mg
pm we are now able perform (for left and right independently) the

summation over all the spin structures. When this is done with the right relative

phases, the chiral superstring integrand becomes a single-valued density on the or-

dinary moduli space M.g (modulo the difficulties related to the splitness of sMg)

and furthermore, as explained in the chapter 1, it only contains the contribution

of GSO-projected states. Hence, after this procedure, superstring loop amplitudes

have the following general form:

Ass — I dm' I dp% .2^ (ra)/correlation function \
JMQ J ' J

(5.1)

Here Z,,{m) is the full chiral partition function, of all the superstring fields, X,

B, and C on the Riemann surface parametrized by the moduli m. The suffix p

denotes the projection on g loop momenta, and is needed to be able to factorize the

contribitions of the left and right movers.

On an ordinary surface there is no obstruction to globally decompose the super

fields X, B and C in terms of their components, so we have the following field con-

tent: d chiral scalars x^, d Majorana-Weyl fermions 0**, the coordinate ghosts b and

c, and the supersymmetry ghosts )3 and 7. The partition functions of these systems

are all of the same type. Namely, they are all some power of chiral determinants of

the form

detd,

where dj is the Cauchy-Riemann operator d acting on (j,(^-differentials, [1]. The

relevant values for j are j = 0 (for a:''), \ (^"), ~\ (0,-y) and - 1 (b,c). The
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superstring partition function is expressed in these chiral determinants as:

detcLi
2 J a

where the summation is over all 22s spin structures a of a surface with g handles.

The (correlation function)p is also evaluated on the ordinary surface S and con-

tains, besides the vertex operators emitting the external particles, also operators

which absorb the ghost zero modes and represent the effect of the integration over

the odd supermoduli. So, to study the amplitudes (5.1), we need both a good de-

scription of the chiral determinants occuring in Zss, as well as a good knowledge of

the properties of the correlation functions of all the fields, including the ghosts, on

a general Riemann surface.

In this chapter we will give a construction of all these quantities in terms of

theta functions *. The construction is based on two-dimensional Bose-Fermi equiv-

alence, which relates general two-dimensional chiral fermionic systems to free scalar

field theories. Free scalar fields, so in particular the string coordinates rr'', can be

explicitly analyzed on a general Riemann surface. A detailed description of their

properties is given in [12]. Here let us limit ourselves to noting that all the x?

correlation functions can be derived from those of the vertex operators etkx. After

projecting on g loopmomenta p,- and taking the chiral square root, are given by [12]

(cf. chapter 3):

(5.3)

o<6

Here the u;* are canonical holomorphic 1-froms on E, and r their period matrix:

j> u>j = Sij j> u>j = nj (5.4)

The prime form E(z, w) is described in the appendix. Its most important property

*A short summary of the basic properties of theta functions on Riemann surfaces is given in an
appendix. For more details see [3,4]
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is that it has no zero and poles except for z=-w.

In the next section we will summarize the calculation of the chiral determinants

dj. In a subsequent section we will give a detailed analysis of the (/?, 7)-sys.,om.

5.1 Chiral determinants and (b,c)-systems

It is well-known that functional determinants can be represented as the partition

functions of fermionic ('ghost') systems. The fermionic system corresponding to

the chiral determinant detdj is a conjugate pair of chiral anti-commuting fields

(b,c) = (b(z)dz*~j,c(w)dwi) with action

±J (5.5)

So, by analyzing this (b, c)-system we can obtain information about the behaviour

of detdj. Note that the class of (b, c)-systems includes in particular the chiral spin

\ fermions ij) and the coordinate ghosts (6, c).

One of the most powerful methods to study two-dimensional fermionic systems

is bosonization. The bosonization of the above (b, c)-theories, as described in ref

[6], gives a translation of the (b,c)-system of spin (l—j,j) into a bosonic system,

describing a free chiral scalar field taking values on the circle R/2xZ with action

Q = \-2j (5.6)

The equivalence of both models is based on the identification of d<j> with the ghost

number current j j c =: be:. The background charge Q is the manifestation of the

anomaly in jbc. One of the consequences of this background charge is that the

conformal weight of the chiral vertex operators e*'̂  is changed from \q2 to \q{q+Q).

The fermions are identified with the chiral vertex operators

b(z) = ei<t>(z)

c(w) = e~^(w) (5.7)
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The starting point for the construction of the chiral determinants on Mg is the

following equation, expressing the equivalence of the fermionic and bosonic repre-

sentations of the correlation functions on arbitrary Riemann surfaces.

. N+r N r N+I N i
[dbdc]e-s^ n *(*.) n < « = id<j>]e-s*M n j * ( z a ) n ^(wb)

J a=l 6=1 1/ o=l 6=1 Ichiral

(5.8)

On the left-hand side the excess of / = (1—2j)(g— 1) 6-fields is needed to absorb the b-

zero modes proportional to the holomorphic (A—2j, O)-differentials ya{z), a = 1,.., / ,

t whereas on the right-hand side the counting is determined by charge neutrality.

The idea is now simply to calculate both these path-integrals and see what

information comes out. For this calculation it is necessary first to go over to the

corresponding non-chiral systems. Here both sides can be evaluated by standard

methods. The chiral partition- and correlation functions (5.8) are then obtained by

extracting the Liouville action from the non-chiral partition function and taking the

meromorphic square root afterwards [11].

The (b, e)-pathintegral is evaluated by expanding b and c in eigenmodes of the

Laplacians 51__7d1_J resp djdj. The resulting prescription for obtaining the correla-

tion functions can be formulated in terms of a Wick rule as follows: each 6-field is

either used to absorb a zero mode, in which case it produces a factor <pa{z), or it is

contracted with a c-field, producing a propagator P(z, w) = {(b(z)c(w))}. The full

correlator is obtained by anti-symmetrizing in all 6's and c's.

The scalar field <f>, since it takes values on R/2irZ, can have winding numbers

around the non-trivial cycles on the surface. For given winding numbers (n,m),

we can split <j> as a sum of a 'soliton' part <j>nm and a single-valued component

<j>. The <^-path integral then factorizes into a soliton partition function, given by

the summation of exp(—SQ[<j>nm\) over the winding sectors (n,m) and the gaussian

(^-integration. Both factors can be explicitly evaluated [7,11]. Equating the final

result with that of the fermionic calculation, and taking the meromorphic square
fFor conciseness we restrict ourselves to spin j < 0, so that there are only 6-zero modes.
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root, leads to the following result:

det dj det($b(za)) = Zl.2j[a] ("£za - £ > 4 ) (5.9)

where

*6(xr) = yb{z) 6 = 1 , . . , /

4 / + 6(s) = P(z,ur6) b=l,..,N (5.10)

and

n I I
a<b "

(5.11)

The chiral scalar determinant det<90 can be solved in terms of tf, E and a by con-

sidering the case j = 0:
, Z[0](TS=iZjw)

det d0 = j — — — — (5.12)

Of the objects occuring in this expression for ZQ, the Riemann theta function #, the

Riemann class A and the prime form E(z, w) are all described in the appendix. The

theta-function represents the chirally projected partition function of the classical

solitons and a denotes the spin structure. The presence of A results from the

interaction of the solitons with the background charge. The prime forms describe

the coupling between the individual point charges of the vertex operators.

The differential cr(z), finally, represents the coupling of the point charges with the

background charge. It is a multi-valued, holomorphic g/2-differential in 2, without

zeros and poles. It has a complicated dependence the moduli. In fact, <r(z) carries

the anomaly. *. Since in string theory this anomaly cancels, it is sufficient for our

purposes to know <r(z) upto a constant independent of z. A representation for a(z)

'Its moduli variation transforms with a schwarzian derivative. Note that the number of <r's
occurring in det 9; is indeed proportional to the well-known number c,- = 2(6j2 - 6j + I)
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in terms of prime-forms and abelian differentials is:

a(z) = expl^2 f dwuji(w) log E(z.w) > (5.13)

From these results, by taking j — | , 0, —\ and — 1, we can now express the

superstring partition function in terms of theta functions. Furthermore we can

construct all the correlation functions, except those of the commuting ghost fields

/? and 7. These are studied in the next section, via their relation with the anti-

commuting j = —\ system.

The expression (5.9-12) for the chiral determinants del 6>7 and the (b, c)-corrclation

functions is useful for a number of purposes.

(i) First of all, it exhibits in a clear way the analytic properties of the correlation

functions such as their zeros and poles, periodicities around the cycles, etc. One

particular feature, which will be of importance later on, is that, besides the physical

zeros and poles that occur when two operators meet (described by the prime-forms),

the (b, c)-correlation functions h?"e additional 'unphysical' zeros coming from the

theta function. E.g. the correlation function (b(zi)Y\a^i Kza) Ylb c(u'b)) has, as a

function z\, g of such 'unphysical1 zeros. Their positions, />i,... ,pg, are determined

by the Riemann vanishing theorem (see appendix):

(5.14)

As we will see in the next section, the above unphysical zeros will in fact imply the

existence of unphysical poles in the correlation functions of the (/?, •))-system.

An alternative reasoning (i.e. without using (5.11)) leading to the same equation

for the positions of the points pi can be given using some elementary facts from the

theory of divisors and line bundles on Riemann surfaces [5,3]. This verification of

the above result is an important step in the proof of the Bose-Fermi equivalence on

general surfaces [11,8].

(ii) A next observation, which will of use in the analysis of the space-time su-

persymmetry, is that eqn.(5.11) can also be used to represent correlation functions
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involving spinfields. Spinfields are defined as operators creating square root branch

cuts in the fermion fields 6 and c. There are two types [6]:

c{z)S+(w) ~ (z - w)-*S-{w) b{z)S+{w) ~ O((z - w)*)

b(z)S-(w)~(z-w)-*S+(w) c{z)S-(w)~0({z-w)J2) (5.15)

The conformal dimensions of the spinfields are g(4j — 1) for E+ and — |(4j + l) for

S~. Bosonization identifies S+ and S~ with vertex operators:

S+{z) = e{i*(z) S-(z) = e-i$+(c) (5.36)

which makes the bosonized calculation of their correlation functions very easy. The

fermionic calculation of correlation functions involving these spin operators proceeds

in the same way as without them, except that the b and c field are now expanded

in eigenmodes obeying the above boundary conditions at the positions of the spin

fields. The equivalence of the two descriptions equates this fermionic result for the

correlation functions to expressions of the form (5.11), with charges ^. = ± | at the

position of the spin fields. Note that these correlation functions are not single-valued:

when one of the spinfields is moved around a cycle it changes the spinstructure of

the fermions.

(iii) Another useful application of (5.9-11) is that, using the known and simple

modular transformation rule of the theta-function [3], it is easy to calculate the

modular behaviour of the chiral determinants. " Applying these results to the string

partition function Zss one finds that, in the critcal dimension, it is invariant under

modular transformations leaving the spin structures fixed. Furthermore, the relative

signs in the sum over the spin structures can be determined from the condition of

modular invariance on Mg.

(iv) Finally, the bosonized representation of the chiral determinants is very con-

venient in studying their behaviour near the boundary of moduli space. When

combined with well-understood techniques developed in the operator formulation of

free scalar fields on Riemann surfaces [13,12], it can be used to explicitly analyze and

§In fact, modulo a phase proportional to the local anomaly: the transformation rule of c(z) is
only known upto a phase [11].
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verify the intuitive description of the factorization expansion of the string partition

function on degenerate surfaces [14,11].

3.2 The (/?, 7)-system.

The commuting superconformal ghost-system (ft,f) = (ft(z)(dz)i ,j(w)(dw)~2)

plays a central role in the covariant formulation of superstrings. It is essential

for understanding tne picture changing operation, organizing the structure of the

superstring Hilbert space, as well as in the construction of the space-time fermion

vertices and the space-time supersymmetry charge [6]. In this section we will an-

alyze the (ft, 7)-correlation functions on an arbitrary Riemann surface. As we will

see, these have some unusual features due to the fact that the (ft, 7)-system is a first

order bosonic theory. In particular, it will turn out to be necessary to introduce

operators of the form S(ft(z)),6(j(w)) to absorb the commuting zero mode integra-

tions. Because the definition of these ^-function operators and their properties are

best motivated using the operator language, we will now first discuss the structure

of the (/?, 7)-Hilbert space.

a. The (ft, f)-Hilbert space.

The description of the Hilbert space of the (/?,7)-system starts with the oscillator

expansion:

£(*) = £ / ^ n ~ § i(z) = £7n~-n+" (5.17)
n n

where n 6 Z + | (Neveu-Schwarz) or n £ Z (Ramond). The coefficients satisfy the

canonical commutator algebra:

hm,ftn} = K,-m (5-18)

The Virasoro generators are the Laurent coefficients of the stress-energy tensor:

n

l - | " ) -ftmln-m-
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The unique translation invariant ground state, annihilated by all Ln with n > — 1 is

characterized by

A,|0) = 0 n > - |

7n|0) = 0 n > + |

and is an element of the NS-sector. Other NS-states are obtained by acting with

the /Ln's (n > | ) and 7_m's (m > -\). The state |0), however, is not the only

NS-vacuum state one can consider. In general we can define states | q) for q € Z

Pn\q) = o :>-?-§

1nU) = 0 n > 9 + f (5.19)

Unlike tlie fermionic case, every such q-vacuum defines an inequivalent representa-

tion of the ({3,7)-algebra: one cannot reach one q-vacuum from another by acting

with a finite number of oscillators. The number q is called the 'Bose-sea level' of the

representation. The associated charge QB commutes with all the /* and 7 oscillators.

To be able to interpolate between the different Bose-sea levels, let us introduce the

formal operators:

defined by the following action on the g-vacua:

_ | ) k ) = I q+l) (5.20)

We further posulate the following commutation relations '

[ A » , W ] = 0 bm,S(0»)] = Sn,-mf?{Pn) (5-21)

[7m, «(7»)] = 0 [/3m, 6{ln)\ = Sn,.m6'(ln)

(Here the prime' denotes differentiated with respec to the argument.) The conformal

and ghost charge of these 6-function operators can be easily calculated from the

*In fact, these commutation relations can be derived formally from the canonical commutation
relations (5.18).
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above commutaion relations. Using that I3n6'(07l) = —S(/Sn) one finds:

0n)] = -n6(/3n) \L0,6hm)} = -mS(lm)

[Qah,thm))=6hm) (5-22)

Here the ghost number charge is Qgh= Sn '-fini-n '•• Thus the quantum numbers of

the operators 6{"fm) and S(/3n) are opposite to those of their argument, which corre-

sponds to the general property of the Dirac ^-function that it transforms oppositely

under linear multiplications of its argument, i.e. 6(Xx) — 8(x)/X. An immediate

consequence of eqns.(5.20-22) is that the q-vacua have ghost charge and energy:

Qgh\<l) = q\q)

Loll) = ~\q{q + 2)\q) (5.23)

States in the Hilbert space are in one-to-one correspondence with local field

operators via the relation:

I*) = *(0)|0)

A set of local operators that will be of particular use are the ^-functions:

They correspond to the vacua 11) resp. | — 1). The properties of these operators

can be derived directly from those of the states. In particular, we learn from (3.26)

that under conformal transformations 6(fl(z)) and 6(f(w)) transform as differentials

of weight (-§,0) resp. (|,0), and further that their ghost charge is - 1 resp. +1

(i.e. opposite to 0 resp. 7). Additional information can be obtained from their

operator product relations. One way to obtain these is to rewrite S(i3(:)) in the

Fourier integral representation:

)= [f-exp{ikp(z)) (5.2-1)

and similar for 6(^(w)). Combining this with the fundamental OPE

0(z)y(w) ~ - ^ \z\ < \w\ (5.25)
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it is straightforward to derive the following relations

(5.26)
(z-w)

and similar equations with j3 and 7 interchanged. These operator product relations

may be used as an alternative definition of 6(/3) and 6(-j).

The Ramond sector is built on the <7-vac.ua with q 6 Z-*r\- Operators that

interpolate between the NS and R-sector are the spin fields S±, defined by:

(5.27)

These two spinfields have non-local operator products, i.e. they create branch cuts,

with NS-operators carrying an odd ghost number. In particular. ,i(r) and ~)(z)

behave in the neighbourhood of £±(w) =is (z — jy)±:i resp. (c-uiJ^J. The con formal

dimension of £+ and S_ is — | resp. | and they have ghost charge + | resp. — j .

b. Bosonization of the (/?, f)-system

A major step forward in understanding the covariant formulation of the superstring

has been the bosonization prescription of the (/?, 7)-system as invented by Friedan,

Martinec and Shenker [6]. They showed that ji and 7 can be replaced by a system

consisting of a free scalar <p and a pair of free chiral fermionic fields £ and ?/, of

conformal weight (0,0) resp. (1,0), and with action:

S[Z,v} = - [<l2ziidt (5.28)

The scalar field <j> is obtained, similarly as in the (6, c)-case, from the ghost current.

jyh = '• fil '• via —id<i> = jfa. It is compactified on the circle R/'IwZ and coupled to

a background charge Q = 2 (since j = —5, see previous section). However, due t<<

the Bose-statistics of ft and ->, its action is multiplied with a relative minus sign, as
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compared to the bosonized (b, c)-system, so:

= ~ jd2z {d<f84> + iRt) (5.29)

A consequence of this minus sign is that, unlike the (b, c)-case, the ̂ -system does not

incorporate all the stress-energy of the (/?, 7)-system. The missing part is provided

by the (£, ^-system. The fields /3 and 7 are identified with[6]

(5.30)

Other identifications can be obtained by comparing the (£, 77, <^>)-Hilbert space

with the (/9,7)-Hilbert space. Let us therefore recall that T i ^ is obtained by acting

with the creation operators, denned via the oscillator expansions:

*>nzn~x \<Pn,<t>m] = n6n,_m (5.31)
n

n{Z) = E7?"2"" ' {Inrtm} = V-m (5-32)
n

UZ) = Y.Z*Zn

n

on the q-vacua, which are characterized by [6]:

4>n\q)=0 n>0 »7nk)=0 n>0

tn\q)=O n>-l

When we compare this description with that of "Hp-, we learn a number of things.

First of all, we find that the Bose-sea charge QB, defined as the charge commuting

with all finS and 7™'s, is translated to:

QB = Qiv - Q* (5.33)

Here Q^v = 72n '•£nV-n'; and Q<j> ~ i<f>a = —Qgh- A second set of identifications, that

will be useful, are:

S(fi(z)) = e'*<*>

)) = e-^w> (5.34)
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The motivation for these identifications is as follows. In both equations both sides

are the local operators corresponding to the same q-vacuum state, namely |+1) resp.

|—1). Since the quantum number of the fields are the same as those of the associated

states, this means that both sides must have the same conformal dimensions, Bose

sea level and ghost charge. Furthermore, they have the same singularities in their

OPE with /3 and 7. E.g. (cf. (5.26)):

(5.35)

It is easily checked, using the (£,?;, $)-language, that there are no other operators

with the same properties. In the same way we can identify:

£+(z) = e''2*M S_(2) = C-*J*(»> (5.36)

An important remark is that the (£, 77, </>)-Hilbert space H^ is in fact twice as

large as the (/?, 7)-Hilbert space Tip^. Namely, since only the derivatives of the £-

field in the identification of the two systems, the constant zero mode £0 can not be

produced from any of the operators acting within 7i^. So we have that

n01 = {\i>)en^\ ?<#>== 0} (5.37)

In spite of this small (but important) discrepancy in the identification, it turns out

to be possible to translate the local fields £(z) and 77(2) to certain formal operators

in the (/3,7)-language. The key-equations are (5.26) an î (5.35). First we notice that

the first equation in (5.26) can be rewritten formally as

P(z)6(/3(w)) ~ (z-w)dH(/3(w)) (5.38)

where H is the Heaviside step function. Comparing this v 11 '3.35), we are tempted

to make the following identification:

t{z) = Hiftz)) (5.39)
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In a similar way we can identify the 7/-field with:

T)(w) = df(w)6{f(w)) (5.40)

The above relations, although rather heuristic, will prove to be useful in the path-

integral construction of the (f, ij, (^-correlation functions. They also provide the link

between the path-integral and the covariant operator formulation of the superstring.

c. Correlation functions on a Riemann surface.

We now turn to the study of the correlation functions of the (f, r;, <f>)/(l3, -y)-system

on a general surface. Our basic tool will be the (/?, ̂ -functional integral, so let us

briefly recall the general method by which it is evaluated. One starts with expanding

the /? and 7-fields in terms of eigen functions of the corresponding Laplacian:

29-2 oc

11=1 n= l

oo

f(z) = ^Z 7nV'n(2) (5.41)
n=l

where ipa{z) are the holomorphic |-differentials and with ipn and i/'n satisfying

d_^n = -i\n<pin (<pl<pn) = 0 (5.4-2)

Here lf\=p~^'f"l and ip\ =pi<p"l, where * denotes complex conjugation and p is the

conformal factor: ds2 =pdzdz. Further the pairing {., .) is defined by integration

over E. Inserting the above expansion into the action gives

n

and the functional measure is given ^v

a n m
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All integrations have to be treated as contour integrals, with the contour chosen

such that the integrals are well-defined.

For completeness we should note that in fact, in order to obtain the correct

Weyl-invariant chiral partition function, the above prescription has to be slightly

modified. Due to the conformal anomaly, one should first go over to the non-

chiral situation by adding a (/?,7)-system and then afterwards take the holomorphic

square root while extracting the Liouville action. More precisely, we have that [1]:

(det{ip\<?))~l Yln^n = \detdj\2ec>SL, with fln^n defined via ^-function regulariza-

tion. This prescription will be implicitly understood in the following.

Our next task is to find the criteria which select the combinations of operators

with well defined correlation functions on a genus g surface. Without any operator

insertions, the functional integration over /? and 7, when defined as above, contains

an infinite volume due to the integration over the 2g — 2 commuting /J-zero modes

/?*0'. So a first criterion we have to impose on the correlators is that these zero mode

integrals have to be restricted to a finite region.

In the string partition function this is achieved by the insertion of the projection

operators 6({\a, /?)), which restrict the ^-integration over the space orthogonal to

the 2g — 2 gravitino fields. A special type of such projection operators are the local

operators 6(/3(za)) just described, which occur if we choose ^-function supported

gravitini. Inserting S(j3(za)) into the path-integral effectively means we integrate

over /?-fields which have a simple zero at z = za. Each such restriction can be used

to eliminate one zero mode integration. Similarly, the operators 8(~j(wt,)) force the

7-field to have a zero at w — W\,. But, since at the same they allow the /?-field

to have a pole at z = wi,, this means that each operator 6(7(117,)) creates a /3-zero

mode. The third type of operator affecting the zero mode integration are the step-

function operators H(j3(zc)), since they project on those /̂ -fields which are positive

(or negative) at z = zc. It is easy to fee that one needs n -f-1 of such restrictions to

restrict n zero mode integrations to a finite triangular region. Thus the reduction

of the number of zero modes is given by:

QB = #*(/?) ' s-#*(7) 's + #tf(/?)'s-l (5.45)
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which is precisely the total Bose-sea level charge in the correlator. (Here the counting

is done using the large operator algebra, i.e. including the constant £- (= H(/?)-)zero

mode.) Hence, the requirement that all 2g—2 are restricted to a finite region gives

the condition:

QB = 2g - 2 (5.46)

A further condition on the correlation functions comes from the counting the

ghost charge. The (covariantly regularized) ghost number current j ^ =:j5~i: satisfies

the anomalous conservation law

djfh = -\R (5-47)

where R is the two-dimansional curvature two form. Hence the surface itself carries

a back-ground ghost charge of — ̂  f(PzR = 2(g — 1), which has to be cancelled

by the total ghost charge of the operators inside the correlator. This leads to the

condition

Q9h = #j8's - # 7 ' s - # W s + #«(7)'s = -{2g - 2) (5.48)

If we translate these two conditions to the (£, TJ, <£)-system we get:

Q+ = # c * 's - #e-* ' s = 2g-2

Qt» = #e's - #9's = 1 (5.49)

Here the second equation is in fact somewhat surprising. Namely, similarly as we

derived the counting of the ghost charge from the anomaly in the ghost current, we

could have used the (if, ?/)-number current j ^ v =:£??: to derive the counting of £'s

and 77's. It satisfies anomalous conservation law:

dj<v = ~ i # (5-50)

from which we would have deduced that the number of j^'s has to exceed the number

of £'s by g — 1. This contradicts (5.49). The origin of this discrepancy is, as we will

see shorily, that the (£, if, 0)-system ( and hence the (/?,7)-system) has a disease:

the correlation functions on higher genus surfaces have other singularities than those

dictated by the local operator products.
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Related to this is that, in contrast with the (6, c)-case, the bosonized formula-

tion of the (/3,7)-system turns out to be inconvenient to calculate the correlation

functions on a general surface. If we would try to calculate the (£,?;, <£)-partition

function, we run into trouble due to the fact that the soliton configurations can have

an arbitrarily negative action for large winding numbers. This problem clearly has

its origin in the fact that the Hilbert space contains states with arbitrary negative

energy. There one can get rid these states by projecting on a specific Bose-sea level,

but it is not quite clear how this projection can be implemented on the (£, ??,^)-

system on a general surface.

d. Construction of the correlation functions.

We will therefore instead analyse the correlation functions starting from the func-

tional integral formulation of the (/?,7)-system as described above. Writing the

delta- and step-function operators as Fourier integrals, the calculations are in prin-

ciple straightforward and result in expressions in terms of the zero modes <j>a(z) and

the (/3,7) propagator P(z, w). To obtain expressions in terms of theta functions,

the idea is now to make use of the relation between the (/3,7)-system with the cor-

responding anti-commuting (6, c)-system. Since the eigen mode expansion of both

systems are identical, it is clear that the (/3,7)-correlators can be compared with

the fermionic results of this (6,c)-system. Some simple examples of such relations

are

and

(ftzhM n2£2 swzg))) __ (b(z)c(W) n*if bjzj)

Now by substituting for the right-hand sides the bosonized expressions obtained

in the previous section, we obiain an expresjion for the (/3,7)-correlators on the

left-hand sides in terms of theta functions.
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Notice that, in the first relation, the 'unphysical zeros' in the (b, e)-system indeed

imply the presence of 'unphysical poles' in the (/3,7)-system. The interpretation is

that these poles correspond to points {za\ za ^ z/,} for which dei(<j)a(zb)) = 0, which

means that there is a zero mode with zeros precisely at all the za. This zero mode

is therefore not projected out in the path-integral, which leads to an infinite factor.

For the construction of the general correlation functions, we consider the follow-

ing special type of correlators:

S(^ ] n H(f3(Xi))
nf[ 6(7(2/,); f [7(^) (5-53)

.=1 j=\ ;=i

This set is general enough for our purposes, because all other correlation functions

(without spinfields) can be obtained from the^e by taking suitable operator products.

The reason for choosing this particular type of correlators is that, as it turns out.

they lead to the most compact expression for the general (£, r/.oj-correlators. The

calculation, which follows the lines described above, is described in appendix B. The

final result we find is:

i; yf, w,) = v , —-y (o.o4)
n 2[} [Z E )

with Z2 given in (5.11). From this result we can obtain in a direct way, i.e. by taking

operator products, the following expression for the (£,?/, ̂ -correlation functions:

n + l n

o=l i)=l

, J . a s-\ n60=i *[S\ (-yt, + S . » . - ZtVh + lieges - 2A) ^
( d e t a o ) n : + j ^ ] ( x + E ^ E 2 / + E ^ 2 A ) > < (5-55)

where the qk are arbitrary integers satisfying E<7c = (2^ — 2). The above formula is

the main result of this section. We will now briefly discuss some of its features.



(i) Although the above result has been calculated within the (/J,7)-Ianguage, it

appears as if it is the result of a bosonic calculation. The prime-forms look as if

they represent the coupling between charges and, in addition, the theta functions

look like some soliton partition function. This suggests that it should be possible

to derive the above result by bosonizing the (£, ̂ -system via £ = e*x, r\ — e~'x,

and perform the calculation within the (\;,<A)-language. However, due to already

mentioned difficulties, this seems to be a difficult program.

(ii) All the operators £, ?/ and e*'* have unphysical singularities, since their

positions occur in the argument of the theta-functions in the denominator. They

are all operators with non-vanishing Bose sea charge Qg, which means that they

affect the integration over the /?-zero modes. As one easily checks, all operators

with zero Bose sea charge, so in particular the /?- and 7-field, do not have any

spurious poles. This is of course important, because otherwise, for example, the

BRST-current would have an anomaly.

(iii) It can be shown, using the Riemann vanishing theorem (see appendix),

that when there is only one undifferentiated £-field £,(;r0) in the above correlation

function, it becomes independent of the position x0 of this field. This fact confirms

tiie interpretation that the £-field has a constant zero mode. This is important,

bcause in the next sections, where we will apply the above results to the superstring.

formal manipulations with this constant £-zero mode will play a central role.

(iv) It is straightforward to repeat the above construction for correlation func-

tions involving spinfields. One starts with the (/?, 7)-calculation of the correlation

function, modifying the eigen modes to have branch cuts at the spinfields. Using

again the relation with the (b, c)-system and its bosonization, one finds that the re-

sult (5.55) remains valid for ^-integer charges q^. This will be very useful in the next

section. Note, however, that both the spinfields S+ and £_ have spurious poles.

(v) In a similar way one can also generalize the analysis given in this section to

include general non-singular projection operators of the type 6({\',/?)) and //((_\-,/?)).

The danger of unphysical poles, however, remains present: they occur whenever the

zero modes are not properly projected out.
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Appendix B: Theta functions on Riemann surfaces.

In this appendix we discuss some elements of the theory of theta functions. For more

details see [3,4]. Let S be a compact Riemann surface. On it we choose a canonical

basis of homology cycles {Ai,Bi;i=l,..,g}. Associated with this homology basis,

there exists a unique basis of holomorphic (l,O)-differentials a;, such that the A—

and B—periods are:

The period matrix r is a complex symmetric gx g matrix with a positive imaginary

part.

Given a base point Po, we can associate to every point on E a complex g-

component vector z via the socalled Jacobi map, defined by:

T: P -* Zi{P) = / un (B.2)
JPo

This vector is unique up to the periods (B.I). So 2 is an element of the complex

torus J(S) = C9/(Z9 + TZS), called the jacobian variety. The Jacobi map can be

generalized to act on any formal sum

N M
D = Y,Pn-HQm (B.3)

n=l m=l

where Pn and Qn are points on E, by defining

u*-£j(% (B.4)
Po m ->Po

Such formal sums of points on S are called divisors, and the number of positive minus

negative points of a divisor is called its degree. The Jacobi map is independent of

the base point Po when acting on divisors of degree zero.

Divisors are a very useful concept in the study of line bundles on Riemann

surfaces. To every meromorphic section of a line bundle on E, say, a function or a

j-differential, we can associate a divisor, namely the collection of its zeros (counted

with a plus sign) and poles (vith negative sign). The divisor of a meromorphic

functions are called priciple divisors and always has degree zero. The Jacobi map



has the important property, called Abels theorem, that, when it acts on degree zero

divisors, its kernel is precisely given by the divisors of meromorphic functions. So

the Jacoby map acts injectively on the space of divisor classes, i.e. divisors modulo

principle divisors. A second useful theorem concerning divisors and the Jacobi map

is the socalled Jacobi inversion theorem. It states that for almost every divisor D

of degree g (= genus of E) there exists a unique set of g points pt,... ,pg such that

The Riemann tyheta function is defined for z G J(E) by the infinite sum:

•d(z,r) = ^2 exp(inniTijrij+2iriniZi) (B.5)

The basic property of this theta function is that it has a simple transformation law

if we shift z by the lattice Z9 + TZ9:

fl(z + r-n + m,T) = exp ( - iirn-T-n + 2vin-z)d(z,T) (B.6)

Via the Jacobi map J one can define the theta function on degree zero divisor classes

D on S. In the main text of this chapter we write t?(Z)) instead of d(2{D))

Most applications of theta functions are based on the Riemann vanishing theo-

rem, describing the set of zeros of d(z, T). It states that there exists a unique divisor

class A of degree g — 1 such that:

3g — l points pi,..,pg-i on E such that: z = I(A — y]p,-)

A is called the Riemann class.

The close relation between the theory of theta functions and that of spinor

bundles on Riemann surfaces is based on the fact that the Riemann class A satisfies

2A = A', where A' is the divisor class of the line bundle of one-forms on S. This

implies that A is in fact equal to the divisor class DQ of a spin bundle SQ. The

divisor classes Da of the other spinor bundles Sa are related to A by:

I(Z)O - A) = - T Q , - a2 a = (a1,o2)e(^Z/Z)29 (B.7)
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In the same way 50 is related to the Riemann theta function, we can associate to

any Sa a theta function with characteristics (01,02), defined by:

•d[a](z) = exp \ixax-T-ax + 2niav(z + a2))d(z + r-aY + O2,T) (B.8)

For the characteristics (0/1, a2) € (^Z/Z)2s the theta function ??[a](2) is either and

even of an odd function of z, depending on whether 4<*i -a2 is even or odd. So there

are 29~1{23-\-\) even and 29~l(2a-\) odd spin structures.

Finally, a useful object is the socalled prime form E(z,io), which is an analytic

( — 5,0)-differential in both z and w with only one zero, at z = w and no poles. It is

expressed in terms of theta functions as:

where a is an odd spin structure and A[a](i:) is the holomorphic (|,O)-differential

given by:

h2[a](z) =

Appendix C: Proof of equation (5.54)

In this appendix we will outline the calculation leading to the result (5.54) for the

correlation function:

- n+l n—1 n
A(v 11 •• niA — /F/V/Wn/Î — f̂r''"'! TT *1(ftiv.W TT Ht'viti-W TT^tin. \ (O ^\

We start by representing the 8- and step-functions in their Fourier form *

H(0(xi))= (dki^-4- 8{f(y))= fdqje^M (C.2)
J ki — tti J J

*We will not worry about overall constants 2n etc.
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where the precise phase of the ie,'s are left unspecified. (They will be fixed at the end

of the calculation by requiring that the integrations are well defined.) The next step

is to use the eigen mode expansions described at the beginning of this subsection to

define the integration over the /? and 7-field. Using this expansion, we can write

( ) ( C . 3 )

n=l * Op

which, after a partial integration, results in the Wick contraction of the f(wi) with

the /?-fieds in the step functions with the propagator P(x,y) = ({j3(x)^(y)}) given

by:

(C4)
n=l ^"

The result for A{xi\yy,wi) becomes:

A{xi;yf,wi) = {det{<p\tp))~^Y[ --—^r-Yi H^i
t_0J Kj lt{ j=JJ a=1j n _ ,

}

fi exp{i^^n(yj)}fl{i:kiP(x1,wl)) (C.5)

We now perform the succesive integrations over the 7n's, the /?„ and /?|°>'s, and finally

over the qj. Each integration either produces a ^-function or can be evaluated via a

^-function. We find

j

(C.6)

where

Next, using the n 6-functions in the integrand, we evaluate the integrals over

ki,...,kn. Choosing the e, appropriately, after this all &o-dependence drops out
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except in the factor (k0 — ^o) *• Thus we can also perform the fco-'ntegral via:

fdko/(ko — ie0) = \. The result for A becomes:

* ' ~ deta_1/2 det(*(5)) (nr=1 *(i)y1* j(i))

where {x,} = {xi|i ^ 0}. This expression can be made symmetric in all a;,- by using

relations like

where {£*''} denotes the set of n points {XJ\ j / i}. To rewrite the obtained result

in terms of theta functions we use the chiral bosonization formula (5.9-12):

£» (C.8)
1

with 22 given in (5.11). The final result we find is:

which is eqn (5.54).
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Chapter 6

Space-Time Super symmetry

In this section we will investigate the space-time supersymmetry of higher loop am-

plitudes via the analysis of the correlation functions of the supersymmetry current

j a on a general surface. Using the expressions for the correlation functions of the

string and ghost fields derived in chapter 5, it will be shown explicitly that the cor-

relators of ja are single-valued due to the GSO-projection and the sum over the spin

structures. The same explicit analysis, however, will reveal that the supersymmetry

current has an anomaly: it has other singularities besides the ones dictated by the

operator product relations.

These unphysical poles endanger the consistency of the superstring perturbation

expansion, since they imply that space-time supersymmetry Ward-identities, which

are derived via contour deformations of j a , are violated on a given surface. However,

using the previous analysis of the dependence of the string integrand on the grav-

itino slice, we will show that for on-shell scattering amplitudes the residues of these

unphysical poles (and hence the violation of the supersymmetry Ward-identities)

can be written as total derivatives on Mg. Therefore, the proof that on-shell space-

time supersymmetry remains unbroken reduces to the problem of demonstrating

that this total derivative, after partial integration, does not produce any boudary

terms at the compactification divisor. Some of the possible boundary contributions

are discussed in section 6.3 for the special case of the dilaton tadpole. We start

with a brief description of space-time supersymmetry in the covariant Ililbert space

formulation of the superstring.

6.1 The supersymmetry current and picture changing

The covariant formulation of superstring theory is not manifestly space-time super-

symmetric. Following the usual realization of continuous space-time symmetries in

string theory, the natural way to try and demonstrate the supersymmetry of super-
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string scattering amplitudes is to look for some set of conserved local currents ja(z)

such that: (i) the charges

are BRST-invariant and satisfy the 10-dimensional supersymmetry algebra:

(ii) contour integrals of ja(z) give the supersymmetry variations of the vertex oper-

ators:

(6aV)(w) = f^ja(z)V(w) (6.2)

(iii) all ja(z) have single-valued correlators on any Riemann surface and no singu-

larities away from the vertex operators.

If such a set of currents could be constructed, the last two properties would trivially

imply that the total supersymmetry variation of the amplitudes vanishes, even be-

fore the integral over the locations of the vertex operators and the (super-)moduli.

However, the actual realization of space-time supersymmetry in the covariant su-

perstring is not (exactly) of the above form.

A candidate set of BRST-invariant currents ja(z) is given by [5]:

ja(z) = Sa(z)Z.(z) (6.3)

where £_ is the weight 3/8 spinfield of the (/?, 7)-system and Sa(z) are the spin fields

of the V'"-fields:

Sa(z) = eiJ""(z) dlli = 4>2i-i4>2i i = 1, ..,5 (6,1)

with fa a left-handed spinorweight of 50(9,1), i.e.:

/ a = ( ± i , ± i , ± i , ± | , ± i ) ( # - ' s o d d ) (6.5)

Sa transforms as a lefthanded spinor under the 10-dimensional Lorentz group and
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has weight 5/8. Being a spin operator for all two-dimensional fermions, the currents

j a interchange the NS and R fermion boundary conditions. The GSO-projection on

even fermion parity assures that all superstring vertex operators have local operator

products with the spin operators. The contour integral of j a around a NS vertex

operator Vg gives a R vertex operator Vp and vice versa.

So the j a have ali the right properties to be a good set of supersymmetry currents

except one: the charges Qa = § j a do not generate the supersymmetry algebra (5.1).

Because the currents j a all have a non-vanishing Bose-sea level QB = —§> a n d since

QB is additive, the commutator {Qa,Qp} must have Bose sea charge equal to —1.

Indeed we have that:

ja{z)j0[w) ~ •^p^S(i{w))V{w) (6.6)

whereas on the right-hand side we would like to have dx* instead of

The solution to this problem is found by taking the integration over the su-

permoduli into consideration [1,3]. In the previous section we have identified the

Bose-sea charge Qg of a local operator with the number of /3-zero modes it elimi-

nates. So [QB-, ja] = ~\ja means that two currents j a create one /3-zero mode (which

coincides with the counting derived from the fact that the j a create a half-order pole

in /?). Consequently, there is one anti-commuting supermodulus associated with two .,

ja's. Treating the zero mode and this anti-commuting odd supermodulus (call it

9) in the usual fashion (see chapter 4), we find that the presence of two spin fields

ja{z) and jp(w) results in the following insertion into the string partition function:

exp (0 JTF} 6 (Jfl) ja(z)j0(w) (6.7)

where the contour integrals surround both points z and w. Now using the OPE (6.6)

and 6($/3)6(/y(w)) = l, §Tp'4>li(w) = dxtl{w), we obtain the following short distance

behaviour of (6.7):

exp (0 ja(z)j0(w) z~w —^CuiV + Odx»)(w) (6.8)
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Performing the ̂ -integral yields the desired supersymmetry algebra.

The just described operation, converting the operator £(7)^'' into dx* is well-

known as the picture changing operation [1]. When applied to a general state in the

string Hilbert space of Bose-sea level q it produces a state of level q+1 via

\VM) -> \vW) = G_q_iS(0_q_i)\VM) (6.9)

with Gn defined by Tp{z) — H n z ~ n " | G n - A useful representation of the picture

changing operation defined on physical vertex operators (i.e. satisfying SBRSTV^ =

0(cV<«>)) is:

VU){w) _» V^\w) = j^-.jBRST{z){iV^){w)-d{ciV^){w) (6.10)

The relation between (6.9) and (6.10) follows from the identification £ = H(0) and

SBRSTP — Tp. Although the right-hand side has the form of a total BRST-variation

plus a total derivative, it is not spurious, because £(w) (i.e. its zero mode £0) is

not an element of the small (/?, 7)-operator algebra. Note that if V^ is physical

and lies in the small algebra, its picture changed image has the same two properties.

Conversely, it is possible to show that every physical veriex operator can be obtained,

upto a total BRST-variation, as the image of a physical vertex operator of one unit

Bose-sea level less.

Thus the superstring Hilbert space 7{aa has the following description. It is the

infinite direct sum of subsectors 7iq with a definite Bose-sea charge QB = <?• The

different sectors are not isomorphic. (For example the lowest energy state in the

subsector Hq is given by — ̂ q(q + 2) — l for integer q (NS) and — \q(q+2) — f for q

half-integer (R).) However, the physical subspaces

for different g's are all isomorphic. If the two q differ by an integer, the isomorphism

is given by the picture changing operation. Space-time supersymmetry provides the ^

bijection between the physical Hilbert space sectors of integer and half-integer Bose 1
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sea level. Applying the picture changing operation to the current j ~ = SaT,_ gives:

(z) (6.12)

This current j+ has Bose-sea level +\. The two supersymmetry charges Q j = j j *

satisfy the 'supersymmetry algebra'

{ZQ-0} = Wa0P>i (6.13)

The two charges Q* act differently on the total Hilbert space, but they can be iden-

tified on the physical Hilbert space via the picture changing isomorphism. Thus we

have a genuine supersymmetry algebra only within the physical subspace, modulo

picture changing. As we will see in the next section, this absence of off-shell super-

symmetry in the superstring Hilbert space seriously complicates the demonstration

of the supersymmetry of loop amplitudes.

6.2 Supersymmetry of loop amplitudes

In the construction of superstring amplitudes, the picture changing operation pro-

vides an almost automatic procedure for incorporating the efFect of /?-zero modes

and the integration over the associated anti-commuting supermoduli. The prescrip-

tion, which works in most situations, is simply to perform as many picture changing

operations one needs to make the amplitude one wants to calculate non-vanishing.

The conservation of Bose-sea level assures that the counting of zero modes and su-

permoduli matches with the number of picture changing operations. As discussed in

chapter 4, for higher genus surfaces this 'picture changing prescription' may also be

applied for the odd supermoduli associated to the surface. Choosing the 2g — 2 cor-

responding super-Beltrami differentials (ia to be located in isolated points Pa results

in the insertion of 2g — 2 'bare' picture changing operators (4.21-22), or [1]:

Y(za) = {QBRSTM*)} (6.M)

= (e 'V • Ox + cdi + (dT,)e2*b+d(ne2*b))(za)
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Note that, whereas Y itself is not a spurious operator, the difference Y(z)— Y(z') —

{QBRST,(,{Z) - Z(z')} ^ spurious, since £(z) - £(z') does not contain £0- Thus

moving the position corresponds to adding a total BRST-variation to the integrand.

In general there are many possible natural choices for the locations of the V(r)'s,

which correspond to different choices for the coordinates on supermoduli space.

The integrands for these different choices differ by a total derivative. Organizing

these total derivatives with the help of the Wu-Yang type formalism mentioned in

section 4.3, we have a large freedom of choosing the position of the picture changing

operators, except at surfaces with automorphisms and near the boundary of moduli

space. (See chapter 4).

The picture changing prescription, although it has its limitations, is particularly

useful in the analysis of space-time supersymmetry. Non-singular supcr-Beltrami

differentials, when they overlap with the position z of the supersymmetry current,

must have a branch cut emanating from z, which means that in that case the su-

persymmetry current can no longer be treated as a local operator on the surface. If

we use the picture changing operators localized in points we do not have this trou-

ble. Moreover, since the operator product of Y{z) with j~{w) is regular, contours

integrals of _;'" can pass through the Y(za) without pain.

Using the results of chapter 5 for the correlation functions of the string- and ghost

fields, we can construct the correlators of the space-time supersymmctry currents

j a on general surfaces in terms of theta-functions. This allows us to explicitly

analyze supersymmetry Ward-identities etc. Unfortunately, however, the formulas

for complete scattering amplitudes are very lengthy due to the complicated form

(6.14) of the picture changing operators.

Therefore, let us instead consider the following simple example of a iion-vanishing

correlation function containing two supersymmetry currents

= ^ f 1 x (6.15)

d\S\{\x-\y\yf
a(y) lf <T{WJ)*»

where J2<H = 2<? — 2. (Here we left out overall constants independent of the po-
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sitions x,y and Wj.) Although the above correlator is not part of some scattering

amplitude, it is well-suited to illustrate some of the relevant features. In particular

it can be used to exhibit in a clear way the relation between single-valuedness of the

supersymmetry current, the GSO-projection and the sum over the spin structures.

First of all, the absence of branch cuts clearly requires that the vertex operators

etq^'t'(wj) must have even integer charge <£,-, i.e. even fermion parity. Similarly, the

summation over the spin structures, since it should imply that in each handle only

GSO-projected states contribute, will have to ensure single-valuedness around the

cycles. Indeed, transporting a supersymmetry current around one of the cycles

changes the periodicity of the fermions around the intersecting cycles. This fact is

reflected in the property of the theta-functions that

(z + \n) = exp (-HT*. n) 0 [ * + *" ] (z) (6.16)

(z + lm-r) = exp (-jTrm-T-m - iz(2 + e)-m) i? Lc , ̂ i \iz)

Combining this with the periods (4A.16) of the prime-form and of the differential

<r, it is readily checked that (6.15) indeed goes over into itself after moving one of

the susy-currents around a cycle, provided all phases 6$ are chosen to be equal to 1.

This choice of signs between the different spin structure is also the only one which

is consistent with modular invaiiance.

A second lesson from (6.15) is that it shows that both supersymmetry currents

j ~ and jp have unphysical poles, given by the zeros of the function f(x,y) =

Ws^[S\{—\x + |y + Hi <liwi — 2A) The number of these poles can be found via a

straightforward application of Green's theorem to this function / , using the equa-

tions (6.16) for the periodicity of the theta-functions. One finds that, as a function

of x or y, the number of zeros of / is <;22(3~1' [8]. The explanation of these unphys-

ical poles is that they correspond to points where the /?-zero modes, (which depend

on the position of the spin fields) are not properly projected out by the operators

(As an aside, let us make the remark that the correlator (6.15) vanishes identi-

cally if we choose all charges qj = 2 and the points Wj such that T(£, 2WJ — 2A) = 0.
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Namely, since for this choice the unphysical poles cancel against the zeros of the

theta functions in the numerator, as a function the position x of the current j ~ ,

the only remaining pole in (6.15) is at x = y. But a meromorphic 1-form can not

have only one single first order pole (since its residues have to add up to zero), so

the amplitude (6.15) has to vanish. The theta-function identity resulting from this

reasoning

- i 3 , ) 4 = 0 (6.17)

s

is indeed a special case of one of the well-known Riemarn identities [10]. It expresses

the cancellation of the contribution of the space-time fermions and -bosons to the

correlator (6.15) for this special choice of screening charges. The existence of Rie-

mann identities like this has led various authors to conjecture that there should exist

some special treatment of the supermoduli leading to a point by point vanishing re-

sult for the superstring partition function [7]. For genus < 2 such a prescription can

indeed be given, but it is unlikely to exists in general.)

Although we have based our discussion on the simplified example (6.15), it is

clear that a similar analysis can be done for the full-fledged scattering amplitudes

to show that the ST-susy currents are single-valued due to the GSO-projection, out

have spurious poles. " These poles have as a disturbing consequences that, for a

given value of the moduli, the supersymmetry Ward-identities are violated. Our

task is now to show that space-time supersymmetry is restored by the integration

over the moduli.

From the description of supersymmetry in the superstring Hilbert space, it could

in fact be expected that the currents j a must have some anomaly (like unphysical

poles) on a higher genus surface. As discussed, supersymmetry is only an on-shell

symmetry, i.e. within the physical Hilbert space. So, since higher loop scatter-

ing amplitudes are only BRST-invariant after performing the integration over all

moduli, it is indeed unlikely that scattering amplitudes are supersymmetric before

the moduli integral. For fixed moduli, spurious states in general will contribute

"The position of these spurious poles depends on the chosen gravitino slice, but so far no choice
of gravitino fields has been found which avoids the occurrence of these poles.
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to the string partition function and this contribution inevitably violates space-time

supersymmetry.

This interpretation of the supersymmetry breaking singularities as being related

to spurious states, suggests that their residues must be total derivatives on moduli

space. A second clue for this is that the unphysical poles are coordinate arte-

facts: they are points where the supermoduli (?n,-,rha) are not a good transversal

set of coordinates. Indeed, using the previous analysis of the dependence of the

string-integrand on the choice of gravitino fields, it is not difficult to prove that the

unphysical residues can be written as total derivatives on Aig.

As an example, and at the same time as an application, we will discuss the one-

point function of the massless dilaton. Using the supersymmetry current, we will

show that, after the integral over the odd supermoduli and the sum over the spin

structures, it can be written as a total derivative on Mg. Wre will use the picture

changing prescription to incorporate the effect of the integral over the odd moduli,

but there is no principle difficulty in using some other choice of gravitino support.

So, we start from the following formula for the gf-loop contribution to the dilaton

tadpole:

Ag
dit = j dmdfn fcPz jdfk \W£(m,z)\2 (6.1S)

with:

2g-2 ]

je 1 1 ' \^a> 1 1 W ' » "/ W'L \~>
a = I ' J P,6

(In fact, the first equation is somewhat symbolic, since, as discussed in section 4.3, a

consistent global definition of the integral requires that we include Wu-Yang type of

correction terms. This prescription is implicitly understood in the above notation.)

We now rewrite:

(6.20)

and start to deform the j~-contour in order to pull it off the surface. The only

residues we pick up during this proces are those at the unphysical poles. Their
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locations 77 are given by the g22g 2 zeros of the function:

(6.21)

and their order is g — 1. Thus we may rewrite the integrand W£(m, z) as:

(6.22)

Here we have included in our notation the field £(20) needed to absorb the constant

£-zero mode. The amplitude is independent of z0, since in the operators Y(za)

and in the susy current jp{z) only 5£'s occur. Next we write one of the picture

changing operators, say Y(zi), as Y(z{) = {QBRST,£{ZI)} and start deforming the

BRST-contour. Using that

{QB*ST,Y{Za)} = 0

= d(c{z)j±(z)) (6.23)

—

and that {QBRST-,£{ZO)} = Y(zo), a straightforward calculation shows that this

BRST-contour deformation yields

',„ r r 2a-2

a=2 p,6

dV''
. (m,z) + total ^-derivative

orrv
(6.24)

where:

29-2

tt=2

(6.25)

Finally, the first term on the right-hand side of eqn.(6.24) can be easily seen to

vanish: since £(21) is the only undifferentiated f-field in this correlator, it absorbs
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the constant zero mode, and thus the correlator is independent of z\. So in particular,

the space-time supersymmetry current j~{w) does no longer have any singularities

at the points, r;, since these depend on Z\. Thus the w-contour integrals in (6.24)

give zero. Thus we find that (upto a total z-derivative):

(6.26)

which is the claimed result.

For completeness we should note that this reasoning only shows that the inte-

grand W is a total derivative within one coordinate patch on moduli space. It is,

however, straightforward to 'globalize' the result by generalizing the above analysis

to include the additional Wu-Yang correction terms discussed in section 4.3. It can

then be shown that, upon partial integration, there are no contributions from the

cell-boundaries in the interior of moduli space, so that the only place where bound-

ary terms can be generated is at the real boundary of Mg, the compactification

divisor Vg.

6.3. Analysis of boundary terms.

In this last subsection we will discuss the behaviour of the integrand of the dilaton

tadpole near the boundary of moduli space, and investigate whether its integral

receives a non-vanishing contribution. Although the presented analysis will not bo

not complete, it gives a strong indication that for the string theory under consider-

ation, the theory in flat 10-dimensional Minkowski space, these boundary terms are

absent. If true, this result implies the vanishing of the vacuum amplitude and of the

dilaton tadpole in this theory. For a more detailed investigation of the boundary

terms we refer to ref.[8,9]. Upto some modifications, we will in fact follow the line

of reasoning given in these papers.

To investigate the behaviour of the string integrand in the neighbourhood of the

boundary of moduli space we now have two different methods available. Because
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the leading behaviour of the theta-functions, prime-forms, etc. is known [11,12],

we could in principle use the expression of the string integrand in terms of these

objects to describe its behaviour in the boundary region of Mg. However, due to

the complicated form of the expressions of the complete amplitudes, this is not a

very practical procedure. We will therefore use the alternative method, which is to

employ the factorization hypothesis [14], described in section 4.1, to express the the

string integrand as a Taylor expansion in the pinching parameter /.

Here we will investigate the boundary component which describes the degenera-

tion of a homologically trivial cycle, dividing the genus g surface S( into two smaller

surfaces Sx and E2 of genus g\ resp. <72 = <?—51-* To parametrize this degeneration we

use the plumbing fixture construction described for the super-node in example 2 in

section 4.1. Thus we have as bosonic moduli corresponding to the node the pinching

parameter t describing length of the pinched cycle, and the two coordinates yx and

y2 of the two points Px and P2 located on Sj resp. E2. After the integration over the

anti-commuting moduli, the odd coordinates .r, of the points P; and the sum over

the spin structures, the factorization expansion expressing the dilaton integrand W

on £< is given by (from now on we suppres in our notation the projection on loop

momenta):

(6.27)

where

f r
 231-2 3si-3

(6.28)

232-2 392-3 ]
S II nh) U(tik,l>}V$Hy3)\ (6.29)

'It can be argued that there are no contributions at the other boundary components of Ms,
corresponding to the homologically non-trivial cycles, due to the effect of the loop momentum
integral [9]
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Here the vertex operators VJ° are related to the states \cf>i) by:

2)b^UVi) (6.30)

The notation used here is explained in eqns.(4.27-34).

The states that contribute in this expansion are selected by the various charge

conservation laws. E.g. all contributing states clearly must have zero space-time

momentum. Particularly useful are the restrictions coming from the counting of

ghost quantum numbers. There are two ghost charges that commute with picture

changing. These are the total ghost charge QBc = Qbc + Qp-, and the Bose-sea

level charge QB. (Note that both these charges have a superconformal invariant

definition, since QBC = / : BC: and QB is the unique charge that commutes with

all ghost oscillators.) Neutrality with respect to these charges leads to the following

conditions on the states |< -̂):

QB\4>i) = - l&)

QBc\h) = 0 (6.31)

QBC\4>2) = —\

(Here we neglect the £-zero mode.) The leading contribution to the factorization

expansion (6.27) comes from the states with the lowest energy. The lowest two en-

ergy levels satisfying the above conditions and their corresponding vertex operators

Vjo) = 0

{0)

dx» (6.32)

|<M = cbc1/3.1/3«(7i/2)|0> Vl0] = 0

and the solutions for \fc) are obtained from these by acting with resp. extracting

the c-ghost zero mode c$. So we see that the chiral integrand W diverges as l/t

for t —>• 0 with coefficient proportional to {dxl'(y2))g2 = {0|5(7_i/2)
c-i^>J/2l^'21 Jf2)- • ,-

After combining the left and right integrand and integrating over the loopmomenta, '
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only the Lorentz invariant combination {dx"(y2)dxll(y2))g2 remains, which after the

integral over M.a2 gives the genus g2 < g contribution to the dilaton tadpole.

We will now again write the W on S4 as a total derivative in the moduli, in

the way discussed at the end of the previous section. Our goal is to show that this

total derivative does not give a boundary contribution as t —>0. Since the vanishing

of these boundary terms implies that the ̂ r-loop dilaton 1-point function is zero,

it is justified to use as an induction hypothesis that all dilaton tadpoles at genera

lower than g vanish. In other words, we are ready if we can show that all boundary

terms are proportional to a dilaton tadpole at lower genus. As before we start our

manipulations with the identity:

Commuting the supersymmetry generator Q~ all the way through we get two

terms, one proportional to the commutator [Qa,P?,l{z\y\)Y &nd a term contain-

ing Qa, |S2! Hi)- Both these terms would have vanished if the spurious poles of the

supersymmetry current would not have been there. Due to these poles we now have

instead:

\QZ 1 PEi (r; 2/i)J = [QBBST,O|,{Z; 2/1)] + total derivative on Mgi

Q~\E2;y2) = QBRsr\O^2;y2) + total derivative on Mg2 (6.3-1)

where the density matrix 0%t(z;yi) and the state \O?^2;y2) are given by

(6-35)

Si,liT'>

2s!-2 331-3

II Yi**) II {
a=2 j=l

(6.36)
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where V̂  is defined by:

(6-37)

The above equations are obtained via the same manipulations as used in the previous

section leading to (6.24-6). Using (6.33-35) we can write the dilaton integrand W

again as a total derivative as in (6.26). The ^-component of V , which is the one

that can lead to boundary terms, is given by:

V]'"13 = £ {TOI(*;yi)|tfiWtl*Mo|tf2K«4|Sa;y2) (6-38)

Now let us find out which states can contribute. First consider Vj . The only

relevant states are those with LQ eigenvalue h^ < 0, since the contribution of all

others vanishes in the limit t—*0. Again we have that the contributing states must

have a definite total ghost charge and Bose sea level. We find that:

QB\4>i) = ~\4>i)

QBM = 0 (6.39)

so that, as before, the only states with h^ < 0 that contribute are the zero energy

states

But their contribution, after integration over the loop momenta and the moduli of

E2, gives the dilaton tadpole at genus #2 < g, which vanishes by assumption.

So we are left with the second term V\f0. Using [QB, Qz) = ~ \Ql and [QBC, Q~] =

\QZi w e find that conservation of the ghost charges now gives:

QB\4U) = -§to)

QBc\<t>i) = l\4>i) (6.40)
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The lowest energy states satisfying these conditions are:

(6.41)

where E_(0) = e"1^'0) is the (,5,7)-spin field. However, the vertex operators corre-

sponding to all these states vanish:

S_(y1) = 0 (6.42)

Hence in the ^-channel only the massive k^ > 0 states contribute. Consequently

we have that V)j(t = Q) = 0. This concludes our demonstration that the boundary

contributions corresponding to the degeneration of dividing cycles vanishes, provided

there are no lower genus dilaton tadpoles.

Notice that this last equation Go|SaS_) = 0 is in fact precisely the condition that

two-dimensional supersymmetry is unbroken in the Ramond sector [1]. Whether this

connection between the breaking of 2- and 10-dimensional supersymmetry is related

to the famous equivalence of N = 2 superconformal invariance [15] and space-time

supersymmetry is not clear to us. Let us further note that, since the most stringent

restrictions on the contributing states come from the ghost charges, the above anal-

ysis can easily be generalized to other superstring backgrounds. Moreover, because

these ghost charge conditions are superconformal invariant they are insensitive to

variations of the gravitino slice.

Finally, let us mention that in ref [8] it has been shown that in certain string

compactifications (namely those which have an unbroken U{1) gauge symmetry with

a non-zero fermion trace) there are non-vanishing boundary terms for g — 2. This

means that, in these theories, space-time supersymmetry is broken and that there

is a non-vanishing the two-loop dilaton tadpole. This result confirms predictions

obtained from analysis the low-energy effective lagrangian of these models [16].

Summarizing, we have seen in this chapter that, due to the combined fact that

space-time supersymmetry is a symmetry only within the physical Hilbert space

and that the path-integral formulation of the superstring is not manifestly BRST-
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invariant, it is, unfortunately, a very difficult problem to prove the supersymmetry

of arbitrary scattering amplitudes. One way in which one could try to solve the

problems with the described formulation, is to try and make contact with the man-

ifestly unitary and space-time supersymmetric light-cone formulation of superstring

loop amplitudes [17]. This has not been done yet. Alternatively, one could try to

reformulate the superstring amplitudes so that all total derivatives on Mg, and thus

the unphysical poles in the supersymmetry currents j a , become 'invisible.' On the

other hand, the fact that space-time supersymmetry can in principle be broken by

the superstring loop corrections, indicates that these unphysical poles are not just

an artefact of our description, but have a more coordinate invariant meaning.
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Samenvatting

Een van de uitdagingen in de theoretische natuurkunde is een goede beschrij-

ving te vinden van alle elementaire deeltjes en hun wisselwerkingen. De electro-

magnetische, zwakke en sterke wisselwerking worden uitstekend beschreven binnen

het kader van de zogenaamde quantumveldentheorie. In deze theorie worden de

krachten tussen de elementaire deeltjes, zoals electronen en quarks, veroorzaakt

door uitwisseling van een ander soort deeltjes, de zogenaamde ijkdeeltjes. De vierde

wisselwerking, de zwaartekracht, blijkt echter zeer moelijk in een dergelijk model in

te passen.

Een van de voorstellen om dit probleem aan te pakken gaat uit van het bestaan

van een zogenaamde supersymmetry, die een relatie legt tussen fermionen (deelt-

jes met een halftallige spin, zoals de genoemde electronen en quarks) en bosonen

(deeltjes met een heeltallige spin, waaronder de ijkdeeltjes). Hoewel deze supergrav-

itatietheorie een aantal goede eigenschappen bezit, stuit de quantummechanische

beschrijving ervan nog op onoverkomelijke problemen.

Een ander, meer revolutionair, voorstel is de superstringtheorie. In de quan-

tumveldentheorie worden de elementaire deeltjes als puntvormig beschouwd en zijn

er een groot aantal verschillende soorten deeltjes. In stringtheorie, echter, wor-

den alle elementaire deeltjes voorgesteld zeer kleine (± 10~33 cm), oneindig dunne

touwtjes. De verschillende eigenschappen van de soorten deeltjes corresponderen in

deze beschrijving met de verschillende trillingstoestanden waarin deze touwtjes, of

'strings', zich kunnen bevinden.

In de meest eenvoudige stringtheorie, de bosonische string, wordt de beweg-

ing van een string enkel beschreven door zijn baan in de ruimte-tijd, zijn zoge-

naamde 'wereldoppervlak'. Deze theorie bevat echter alleen deeltjes met heeltallige

spin. De superstringtheorie is ontwikkelt om ook fermionen te kunnen beschrij-

ven, en onderscheidt zich van de bosonische stringtheorie doordat de strings extra

spin-vrijheidsgraden bezitten. Het spectrum van deeltjes dat door de superstring

beschreven wordt is supersymmetrisch, d.w.z. er zijn evenveel fermionen als boso-

nen. Deze superstringtheorie geldt op het moment als een veelbelovende kandidaat

voor een unificerende theorie van alle fundamentele krachten. Het is dus belangrijk



om de consistentie van deze theorie te onderzoeken.

Een mogelijk gevaar voor de consistentie van een string theorie is dat strings

in principe via zogenaamde 'tadpole' diagrammen in het niets kunnen verdwijnen.

De enige manier waarop dit voorkomen kan worden is als er een symmetry is die

dit verbiedt. In het geval van de superstringtheorie lijkt zo'n symmetric inderdaad

aanwezig in de vorm van de ruimte-tijd supersymmetrie van het deeltjes spectrum,

niaar of deze inderdaad voldoende is, is nog niet bewezen.

In dit proefschrift worden de quantummechanische luscorrecties van de bots-

ingsamplitudes van de superstrings bestudeerd. We maken gebruik van de padin-

tegraal methode, die de amplitudes beschrijft als een functionele integraal over alle

fermionische wereldoppervlakken. The externe stringdeeltjes worden voorgesteld

door zogenaamde vertexoperatoren die bepaalde randvoorwaarden aan deze inte-

graal opleggen. De wereldoppervlakken kunnen een willekeurig aantal handvaten

kunnen hebben, die overeenkomen met de lussen van de Feynmandiagrammen in

gewone quantumveldentheorieen. Na het vastleggen van de ijksymmetrieen kan de

functionele integraal herschreven worden als een eindige integraal over de ruinite van

zogenaamde super-Riemannoppervlakken. De integrand wordt gegeven door de de

partitiefunctie van de stringvelden, vermenigvuldigd met verwachtingswaarde van

een aantal vertexoperatoren. Dit alles is samengevat in hoofdstuk 1 en 2.

Strings hebben de belangrijke eigenschap dat him trillingstoestanden kunnen

worden onderverdeeld in links- en rechtsomlopende golven. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt

beschreven hoe deze eigenschap zich manifesteert in de structuur van de superstring-

lusamplitudes. Enkele aspecten die samen hangen met het fermionische karakter van

de super-Riemann oppervlakken worden besproken in hoofdstuk 4.

In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we een methode om de integrand van de superstring-

amplitudes te berekenen in termen van zogenaamde thetafuncties. We maken ge-

bruik van technieken van twee-dimensionale conforme quantumveldenthcoric op al-

geinene oppervlakken. Dit resultaat maakt het mogelijk om eeti aantal eigenschap-

pen van de superstring amplitudes expliciet te onderzoeken. In hoofdstuk 6 analy-

zeren we met name hun supersymmetrie en dc mogelijke tadpole diagrammen.
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ik bedanken voor zijn adviezen en begeleiding. Erik en Robbert hebben nuttige

assistentie verleend by het TßXen van dit proefschrift.

Tenslotte bedank ik mijn ouders en Karin voor hun morele steun.
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